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Preface

The purpose of this thesis was to discover to what extent theoretical models are

used to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds on the Department of Defense

major program contracts. Further, it identifies how cost and schedule variance

thresholds are actually established for these contracts. The authors recognized that the

number of our interviews would be limited due to funding and time constraints.

However, this research provided a general understanding of the variance threshold

concept and its possible application to program management. It could also serve as a

starting point for an in-depth study of the subject.

In performing the research and writing this thesis, we have received a great

deal of assistance from others. We are deeply indebted to our faculty advisors, Major

David S. Christensen and Professor Richard C. Antolini, for their continuing patience

and guidance and providing many points of contacts for our interviews throughout the

program. We also wish to thank the entire professional staff of the AFIT Library for

the excellent services in providing modem information retrieval systems and locating

necessary materials for this thesis. We would like to recognize the tremendous

professional support and enthusiasm from all interview participants. Finally, the

authors would like to thank Lily T. Nguyen whose patience, understanding, and words

of encouragement contributed much to the success of this learning process.

Tuan A. Hoang

Steven M. Quick
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Abstra

This thesis examined to what extent thc etical threshold models are used to

establish cost and schedule variance threshold, an Department of Defense (DoD)

major program contracts and identified how ti se thresholds are actually established.

First, numerous theoretical methods for establ, Aing variance thresholds including the

accounting approach, the statistical process cr,,-rol approach, and the Dyckman and

Kaplan models were investigated and assesse. Interviews were then conducted with a

sample of DoD and civil-ap defense contract-r personnel who had first-hand

knowledge of the establishment of cost and thedule variance thresholds. Findings

indicated that none of these methods was beiv•- used. Repeatedly, interviewees related

that threshold levels for new contracts were e :tWblished by either management

experience and judgment or by copying threshl~d levels from previous contracts. One

possible explanation for this occurrence is the a pparent lack of awareness of the many

theoretical models available. This lack of knowledge could have been the result of

inadequate supplemental training which could expose personnel to these additional

methods. In addition, neither government nor defense contractor documents provided

any specific methods or techniques to derive -1iresholds. This lack of specific

guidance further contributes to the necessary rdeiance on personal experience and

judgment to set the threshold levels. Upper n-bagement should provide functional

personnel with additional supplemental trainis.to expose them to the various

theoretical methods.
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A STUDY OF THE ESTABLISHMENT OF COST

AND SCHEDULE VARIANCE THRESHOLDS

ON DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

MAJOR PROGRAM CONTRACTS

1. Introduction

General Issues

Since the mid-1980s there has been an increasing perception of

mismanagement, waste, and even fraud and abuse in defense acquisition programs.

Critics have pointed to the Department of Defense (DoD) paying $55000 for an

ordinary hammer and $2000 for a plastic cap for a stool leg (Gansler, 1991:4). This is

illustrated by the headlines in a major American newspaper:

"Arms Systems Running Far Over Budget"

The pentagon is seeking large funding increases for 20 major weapons
programs, many of which have had tecnical problems and huge cost
overruns, according to the draft of a General Account Office report.

•.. it depicts significant problems in some of the nation's most
important weapons programs just as they are to enter full-scale
development or production, milestones that will require sharp funding
increases.

The report that was leaked to the news media, indicates that overall the
20 weapons systems have experienced cost increases of $20.3 billion.



Thirteen of the 20 programs are behind schedule, nine have posted cost
increases... (Vartabedian, 1987:1-1)

In another program, Congressional scrutiny of the United States Air Force's

C-17 program widened as internal DoD documents being circulated in Congress

showed that McDonnell Douglas is likely to exceed the development program cost

ceiling by $1.4-2.6 billion. An Office of the Secretary of Defense analysis concluded

it will cost $8-9.2 billion to complete the full-scale development contract and the first

six production aircraft. This range is far higher than the USAF's recently revised

figure of $7.3 billion, which would result in an overrun of $700 million. McDonnell

Douglas estimates it will cost $7 billion or $3•Q million above the $6.6-billion ceiling.

Representative John Dingell (D.-Mi-h.), chairman of the House Energy and Commerce

Oversight and Investigations Subcommittee, told Defense Secretary Richard B. Cheney

in an August 26 letter that the C- 17 contract should be canceled for default (Gilmartin,

1991:25).

Another scenario is the ill-fated A-12 program, shot down by the Secretary of

Defense, Richard Cheney. Originally, the Department of the Navy expected to

produce 620 high-tech stealth aircraft at a cost of $57 billion. The program was

running $2.7 billion over its fixed price contract cost of $4.8 billion for development.

It was also 18 months behind schedule. The bottom line was that no one in the

Department of the Navy was able to tell the Secretary Cheney how much money it

would take to finish the development program (Magnuson, 1991:46).

These examples paint a very bleak picture of DoD management. However, in

comparison to many other organizations, the DoD does a 'relatively" good job of
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controlling cost overruns (Figure 1). But "relatively" may not be good enough.

Traditionally, acquisition cycle cost overruns on DoD procurement programs have

been between 40 and 100 percent (Gansler, 1991:17 1). Table I depicts procurement

plans versus actual results for selected weapons systems between 1981 and 1985

(Gansler, 1991:132). If the trend continues, by the year 2054 the U.S. will be able to

purchase a single fighter plane per year (Augustine, 1983:55).

However, these perceived problems should be put in perspective. The DoD's

seemingly uncontrollable cost overrun problems may be due to the enormous size of

the organization and the large volume of contract transactions. As Gansler points out:

It is not an exaggeration to state that defense acquisition is the largest
business enterprise in the free world. Annual purchases by the
Department of Defense total around 170 billion dollars (more than the
combined purchases of General Motors, Exxon, and IBM). The DoD's
research and development expenditures alone are 7.5 times the
combined R&D expenditures of France, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and Japan. Defense acquisition involves almost 15 million separate
contract actions each year, implemented through over a thousand buying
offices around the world. More than 300,000 industrial suppliers are
involved, and about 4.5 million different kinds of items are purchased
each year. (Gansler, 1991:142)

Considering the magnitude of the workload it is almost certain that occasional errors

will occur. Even a level of 99.99% perfect transactions would result in 1,500 errors

each year (Gansler, 1991:5). However, in order to minimize the number of these

occurrences, DoD implemented a system to monitor the acquisition process.

In 1967 the Department of Defense implemented the Cost/ScheduLe Control

Systems Criteria (C/SCSC) to standardize cost and schedule reporting requirements

and to provide visibility of acquisition program accomplishments. C/SCSC is required

3
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(Adapted from Gansler, 1991:5)
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TABLE I

PROCUREMENT PLAN VERSUS ACTUAL RESULTS
FOR SELECTED WEAPONS SYSTEMS, 1981-1985

WEA-
PONS
SYS-
TEM PLANNED' ACTUAL PERCENTAGE CHANGE

QTY TOT UNIT QTY TOT UNIT QTY TOT UNIT
COST !V COST $b COST

MI
Tank 3891 6332 1.63 3804 8966 2.36 -2 42 45

M2/3 3720 3591 0.97 2855 4522 1.58 -23 26 64

AH-64 248 2615 9.20 315 3955 12.56 11 51 36

F/A-18 656 13692 20.90 375 12387 33.00 -43 -10 58

F-15 90 2764 30.70 195 7379 37.80 117 167 23

F-16 660 8717 13.20 714 11713 16.40 8 34 24

a. As contained in FY81 budget and five-year plan. (Adapted from Gansler, 1991:132)
b. In constant 1985 dollars.



for major acquisition programs exceeding $250 million for procurement contracts and

$60 million for research and development efforts.

The C/SCSC consists of 35 criteria which specify the minimum requirements a

contractor's management control system must meet. These criteria are still in effect

some 25 years later and have been adopted by other United States government

agencies, such as the Department of Energy (DoE) and the National Aeronautics and

Space Administration (NASA) as well as the North American Treaty Organization

(NATO) and the Swedish military. Despite this widespread international recognition,

DoE officially abandoned the C/SCSC in August of 1992 after having used them to

help manage their programs for 20 years (Fleming, 1993:6).

The major objectives of the C/SCSC are:

For contractors to use effective internal cost and schedule management
control systems, and

For the government to be able to rely on timely and auditable data
produced by those systems for determining product-oriented contract
status. (Fleming, 1992:25)

More specifically, the C/SCSC was developed to:

Provide the contractor and the government program office managers
with accurate data to monitor execution of their program;

Provide an adequate basis for responsible decision making by both
contractor management and DoD Component personnel, by requiring
that contractors' internal management control systems produce data that:
(a) indicate work progress; (b) properly relate cost, schedule and
technical accomplishment; (c) are valid, timely and able to be audited;
and (d) supply DoD Component managers with information at a
practical level of summarization; and

Bring to the attention of DoD contractors, and encourage them to accept
and install, management control systems and procedures that are most
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effective in meeting requirements and controlling contract performance. (DoDI

5000.2, Part 11, Section B, paragraph 1)

An important aspect of the 35 criteria is performance measurement to analyze

departures from the planned, budgeted, or expected performance. A departure from

the planned, budgeted or expected performance is known as a "variance." Actual

performance and planned performance rarely coincide. As a result, variances are

expected. However, when does a variance become significant enough to require

management attention?

One way to address this problem is by using control limits called "variance

thresholds" (Figure 2). When a variance exceeds these thresholds, it is considered a

significant variance, and an analysis of the variance is required. The key is to set

variance thresholds at appropriate levels so that only significant variances are detected

and actions be taken to correct the problem. Variances that do not exceed a threshold

do not require investigation. Investigation of insignificant variances which have little

potential for adverse impact on a program is both costly and time consuming.

Careful selection of these thresholds is necessary to prevent unnecessary
work associated with preparing an excessive number of written analyses.
The analysis of every cost and schedule variance is usually unnecessary
and unproductive. (DoD, 1987:3-17)

Problem Statement

Despite the emphasis for appropriate levels of variance thresholds cited in the

Joint Implementation Guide (JIG), these levels mean different things to different

people. For instance, a significant variance threshold in a relatively low dollar value
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program may not be viewed as significant in a relatively high dollar value program.

In 1984, a study by Arthur D. Little Company attempted to determine the utility of

C/SCSC. This study surveyed 12 defense contractors and 12 DoD program offices,

four each from the Air Force, Army, and Navy. One important finding with regard to

Cost/Schedule Performance Reporting (CPR) emphasizes the contrasting perception

between government personnel and defense contractors concerning CPR reporting

requirements.

Government personnel were more concerned with the timeliness and the quality

of the analysis reports than the level of variance thresholds. Government personnel

felt that the CPR variances thresholds were not as critical as the quality of variance

reporting in CPRs. In general, government personnel felt the quality of variance

reporting was poor, particularly the analysis of schedule variances (Little, 1984:111-25).

On the other hand, contractors were critical of excessive reporting requirements

due to overly stringent variance thresholds required by the government. Contractors

felt variance analyses were required too frequently, leaving little time to perform the

contract work. Contractors consistently wanted less variance reporting (Little,

1984:111-24).

The problem was also addressed in an October 1979 study. The National

Security Industrial Association Management Systems Subcommittee prepared the

Cost/Schedule Systems Compendium. This compendium surveyed companies which

had been identified as having experience with performance measurement requirements.

The purpose of this survey was to examine the responses anti provide

recommendations for improving the requirements and implementation of C/SCSC.
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From the 74 responses received, the results pertaining to the use of variance thresholds

indicate:

Most contracts contain a percentage figure for current month
cumulative-to-date and at completion periods. Many also contain a
minimum and/or maximum dollar threshold intended to truncate
extremes caused by percentages applied to high and low value Work
Breakdown Structure (WBS) item. (NSIA, 1980:1-7)

For example, 39 percent of the responses required the same threshold to
be applied to current period and cum-to-date variances. Forty-seven
percent of the responses required the same threshold applied to cum-to-
date and at completion variances. (NSIA, 1980:1-14)

Specific Problem

Different interpretations of variance thresholds between government and

defense contractor personnel indicate the need for setting appropriate variance

thresholds. Recognizing the importance of appropriate threshold levels, researchers

have developed many theoretical models to help establish such threshold levels (e.g.,

Dyckman (1969) and Kaplan (1975)). Although variance thresholds are found in

many defense acquisition contracts, little is known about the methods the government

and contractors use to establish these threshold values.

The research objectives of this thesis are:

1) to discover to what extent these theoretical models are used to establish cost

and schedule variance thresholds on DoD major program contracts, and

2) to identify how cost and schedule variance thresholds are established on

DoD major program contracts.
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Investigative Questions

In order to achieve these objectives, the following investigative questions must

be addressed:

1) What models are available for establishing variance thresholds?

2) Are any of these models applicable to DoD major program contracts?

3) Who is responsible for setting cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD

major program contracts?

4) Are DoD personnel aware of these models?

5) Are any of these models being used by the DoD?

6) How are cost and schedule variance thresholds established on DoD major

program contracts?

7) What models for establishing cost and schedule variance thresholds are

used?

8) Do the chosen methods vary depending on program type, preparation time,

risk, contract phase, and contract cost?

The first two investigative questions will require a thorough literature review

on the topic of variance thresholds. The advantages, disadvantages, differences, and

the applicability of these models to DoD major program contracts will be described.

The remainder of the investigative questions will require personal interviews with

government system program office and contractor personnel.

11



Scope and Limitations

This thesis is a formalized study consisting of eight structured investigative

questions. It is descriptive in nature. It examines things as they exist and does not

attempt to manipulate any variables.

The population of interest includes all government financial managers and

civilian contractor counterparts who establish cost and schedule variance thresholds for

DoD major program contracts. The interviews will be conducted with a sample of

Aeronautical System Center (ASC) staff and System Program Office (SPO) personnel

at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio who have first hand knowledge of the

establishment of variance thresholds. Additionally, several contractor personnel will

be interviewed.

As this thesis is descriptive in nature, rigorous statistical methods to manipulate

data will not be used. This limits the inferences which can be drawn concerning the

population. However, basic descriptive statistics of data will be calculated and

presented.

Summary and Overview

Cost and schedule overruns are a source of inspiration for critics of the DoD.

Due to increasingly limited resources all measures for controlling cost must be

exercised.

In 1967 the DoD implemented C/SCSC to standardize cost and schedule

reporting requirements and to provide visibility of acquisition program

12



accomplishments. The C/SCSC Analysis Group addresses this problem through the

use of variance thresholds.

The JIG specifically discusses the importance of establishing appropriate levels

of cost and schedule variance thresholds. However, despite the emphasis on

appropriate levels of variance thresholds cited in the JIG, these levels mean different

things to government and contractor personnel.

The purpose of this thesis is to examine to what extent theoretical threshold

models are used to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD major

program contracts, to identify how these thresholds are established, and to report those

findings.

The first two investigative questions will require a thorough literature review

on the topic of variance thresholds. The remainder of the investigative questions will

require personal interviews.

After 25 years, C/SCSC has been proven as a good management tool for

controlling cost and schedule on major DoD programs. However, problems still exist.

Numerous articles concerning cost overruns and schedule delays seem to indicate

serious lack of attention by program management. Different interpretations of

variance thresholds between government and contractor personnel indicate the need for

setting appropriate variance thresholds. If C/SCSC is to be an effective management

tool, then proper attention should be given to the establishment of appropriate cost and

schedule variance thresholds.

The next chapter examines a number of theoretical models which can be used

to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds. It describes the advantages,

13



disadvantages, and the applicability of these models to DoD major program contracts.

In addition, contractor and government documents for establishing variance thresholds

are reviewed.

The chapter on methodology describes the process used to acquire data to

answer the six investigative questions. In the subsequent chapter, data are analyzed

and presented. Finally, conclusions and recommendations are presented.

14



il. Literature Review

Introduction

The previous chapter indicated the need for setting appropriate variance

thresholds. There are many methods suggested in literature which are used to

establish variance thresholds and may be applicable to government contract

management.

This literature review answers the first two investigative questions addressed in

the introduction chapter. These questions are:

1) What models are available for establishing cost and schedule variance

thresholds?

2) Are any of these models applicable to DoD major program contracts'?

This chapter examines a number of theoretical models which may be used to

establish cost and schedule variance thresholds. These methods range from relatively

simple accounting approaches to more complex statistical process control methods.

First, this chapter examines the basic control aspects of three quantitative

models for accounting control: 1) the traditional accounting model ising standard

costing, 2) an accounting model based on classical statistical theory, and 3) a control

model based on modern decision theory. Second, a variety of statistical process

control models such as Shewhart Bar Chart, Cumulative Sum Chart, Economic X-Bar

Chart, and Economic Cusum Chart are examined. Finally, threshold models developed

15



by T.R. Dyckman and Robert Kaplan will be described. Table 2 outlines the models

examined in this chapter.

For each of these models the discussion includes the advantages, disadvantages,

and the applicability of the model to DoD major program contracts.

Accounting Approach

Accounting control is a management function concerned with discovering

deviations from planned activities and prompt correction of these deviations (Onsi,

1967:321). Onsi examined three quantitative- models for accounting control which

may be used to identify deviations and determine whether corrective actions are

necessary. The models examined are: 1) the traditional accounting model using

standard costing, 2) an accounting control model based on classical statistical theory,

and 3) an accounting control model based on modem decision theory.

Tra, ,,onal Accounting Model. The traditional accounting model uses a

relatively informal method to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds (Onsi,

1967:321). In this model, management judgment and experience are the criteria for

determining whether to investigate deviation from planned activities. Threshold limits

are based on the absolute or relative size of the deviation. For example, a deviation of

less than five percent may be considered acceptable and hence does not require

investigation. Such a percentage is set based on prior knowledge of experienced

managers.

16



TABLE 2

SUMMARY OF MODELS EXAMINED

Accounting Approach

Traditional Accounting Model

Accounting Model Based on Classical Statistical Theory

Accounting Control Model Based on Modern Decision Theory

Statistical Process Control Approach

X-Bar Chart, R Chart, and S Chart

Cumulative Sum Chart

Economic X-Bar Chart

Economic Cusum Chart

Dyckman Model

Kaplan Model

17



The major advantage of this model is it simplicity. It is simple to use because

no extensive or time-consuming computations are necessary. Only managerial

judgment and experience are required. However, one limitation is that it does not

provide a clear indication when these informal limits are no longer valid. For

instance, how do decision makers decide that a five percent deviation from planned

activity is still acceptable?

This model can be used to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds on

DoD major program contracts. However, there are potential drawbacks. Though

management judgment and experience are beneficial for program control, often in the

DoD environment, managers do not remain with the same program throughout its life.

In addition, experience and judgment vary among managers. This may cause the level

of program control to be less effective. The accounting models based on classical

statistical theory and modern decision theory evolved to address these limitations.

Accounting Model Based on Classical Statistical Theory. In contrast to the

traditional accounting model, this accounting model relies on classical statistical theory

rather than management judgment and experience to set cost and schedule variance

thresholds. In this model, two types of deviations or variations are possible: 1) a

"chance variation" which occurs randomly and 2) an "assignable variation" attributable

to systematic causes (Onsi, 1967:322). Chance variations are always present as a

natural part of the process whereas assignable variations arise from external sources

which are not inherent to the process (Evans, 1993:206). Since chance variations are

random in nature, they should not be investigated. In contrast, assignable variations

should be investigated (Onsi, 1967:322). This model makes four major assumptions.

18



First, expected cost is equal to the mean of a normal probability distribution

(Figure 3). By assuming that deviations around the mean are normally distributed,

management hypothesizes that favorable and unfavorable deviations due to random

causes will fall equally on either side of the standard.

The second assumption is that standards are developed as ranges, not as point-

estimates (such as, an absolute value established in the traditional accounting model).

Statistical analysis allows establishing the range of variations within which deviations

are attributed to chance. Variance thresholds are then set so that chance and

assignable variations are identified. This analysis requires that both the mean of the

distribution and its standard deviation be known. These parameters are estimated from

historical data to represent the current situation.

Third, variations are investigated when one or more consecutive observations

lie outside the variance thresholds as illustrated in Figure 4.

Fourth, the allowable deviation is represented by the size of the variance

thresholds. Determination of the upper and lower control limits for variance analysis

depends upon the relative weight assigned to two types of possible error. The first

error, Type I, is the error of investigating when it is unnecessary; that is, investigating

a deviation which is due to random influences. The second, Type II, is the error of

failing to investigate when there is in fact an assignable variation from the expected

standard.

If the cost of variance anal. ts is high relative to the risk of cost and schedule

overruns, variance thresholds should be relatively large. On the other hand, if the risk

of cost and schedule overruns is high relative to the cost of variance analysis, variance

19



Figure 3. Normal Probability Distribution
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thresholds should be tight. In setting variance thresholds, one tries to minimize the

penalties from an erroneous decision (i.e., Type I or Type II error). Ideally, it is

desirable to balance the two types of errors with the degree of risk prevailing in

certain situations (Onsi, 1967:323).

However, this model has some drawbacks. The decision making process

requires objective evidence, given a certain accepted pre-specified risk or error.

However, olijective evidence may be difficult or expensive to obtain prior to making a

decision. Onsi also observed:

It does not make an explicit structural use of prior information and the a priori
probability of the unknown parameter. A decision should be made using both
prior information and current objective evidence. It does not make formal use
of the risks of error of each decision rule as a function of the possible values
of the parameter or standard. (Onsi, 1967:324)

This means a reasonable manager will insist on a higher level of significance

before rejecting, on the basis of given sample evidence, a strongly held belief as

compared with a weak conjecture. An analyst is more likely to make an erroneous

decision by failing to formalize this information (Hirshleifer, 1961:477). A model

based on modem decision theory will provide a solution to some of these problems.

Accounting Control Model Based on Modern Decision Theory. Unlike the

traditional accounting model and the accounting model based on classical statistics, a

control model based on Bayes-'-r modem decision theory will (Onsi, 1967:324):

1) Be based on sample evidence and considers both economic loss and prior

belief. Economic loss results from either investigating a deviation when it is

unnecessary (i.e., Type I error) or not investigating a deviation when necessary (i.e.,

Type II error).
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2) Consider the prior state or a priori probability distribution of the process.

3) Not require the determination of Type I and Type II errors as in the model

based on classical statistical theory. However, the economic impact of these errors is

incorporated.

4) Provide a systematic approach for selecting an optimum sample size. The

trade-off between the sampling cost and the reduction of risk determines optimum

sample size.

5) Make explicit use of the opportunity cost concept to evaluate the worth of

each action relative to the best possible action for the given situation. The opportunity

loss of any alternative is equal to the difference between the cost of that alternative

and the cost of the alternative that would be the best possible considering the value of

the deviation. This model provides a procedure to select the best alternative to

minimize expected economic loss of the unchosen alternatives.

The model makes two basic assumptions. First, the manager decides whether

to investigate variations based on incomplete information which is obtained by

periodic random sampling of output. Any decision based on incomplete information

carries a degree of risk. To minimize this type of risk, an analytic tool is required.

Second, the manager is not only interested in the cause of variation, but also

wishes to determine if the process is stable. If the process is considered stable, the

central tendency and variations are expected to be within a pre-determined range.

The manager may decide to investigate a deviation based on the available prior

information (i.e., using the a priori probability distribution). However, the degree of

the risk may be reduced by delaying such a decision until additional information is
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obtained. To obtain additional information, a sample from the deviations is taken.

The value of additional information obtained through sampling is equal to the

difference between the expected economic loss of a decision based only on prior

information and the expected economic loss of the same decision based on the

additional information (i.e., a posteriori probability distribution) plus the cost of

sampling. In short, if the cost of the sampling is greater, the value of obtaining

additional information does not justify the cost.

For instance, if, under a given a priori probability distribution, the cost of

uncertainty is very small, sampling is likely to cost more than it is worth. In this case,

a decision can be made without a large degree of risk. Conversely, if the cost of

uncertainty is large, the expected value of additional information is likely to be equal

to or greater than the cost of sampling.

Accounting control based on modern decision theory takes advantage of the

expected value of additional information obtained from investigation. The value of

this information is derived by comparing the reduction of expected cost of the

proposed initial decision with the cost of sampling and not by the reduction of the

magnitude of the standard deviation, as in classical statistics (Onsi, 1967:326).

The major advantage of this model is that it incorporates an analytical tool to

reduce the degree of risk. However, several weaknesses do exist. First, it is difficult

to determine the a priori probability distribution. Second, because managers' attitude

toward risk vary, it may be difficult to place a monetary value on the usefulness of the

decision. This is a problem when potentially large gains or losses are expected.
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To the extent that the probability of an event under uncertain conditions can be

determined, modem decision theory is a practical tool for managing DoD acquisition

programs. Through management experience, subjective (i.e., personal judgment based

on experience) probability distributions approximating reality can be developed. This

then provides a good method for choosing the best management alternative under

uncertainty (Onsi, 1967:325).

This chapter has examined three different accounting control models and

accessed their applicability to DoD acquisition programs. The goal of these three

models is to decide whether or not to investigate variations. The traditional

accounting model relies strictly on management judgment and experience to determine

an absolute value for variation control limits. The second model based on classical

statistics uses a mathematically derived frequency distribution as a basis for the

establishment of control limits. Finally, a model based on modem decision theory

uses subjective or personal probability for making informed decisions to investigate

variances.

Statistical Process Control Approach

Statistical Process Control (SPC) uses control charts to monitor the outcome of

a process. These control charts assists managers to identify and eliminate special

causes of variations. Control charts are derived through statistical process control

which is a proven technique for reducing variations, thus, increasing management

control over the process (Evans, 1993:530).
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Control charts were first proposed by W.A. Shewhart in the 1920s, who

belonged to the Bell Telephone Laboratories. The purpose of these charts is to

eliminate abnormal variation by distinguishing variations due to assignable causes

from those due to chance causes (Kume, 1985:91).

A control chart consists of a central line, a pair of control limits allocated one

above and one below the central line. Characteristic values (e.g. cost variations) are

plotted on the chart to represent the state of a process. If all these values are plotted

within the control limits without any particular tendency, the process is regarded as

being in the controlled state. However, if they fall outside the control limits or exhibit

a peculiar form, the process is considered to be out of control (Figure 5).

Similar to accounting control approaches, the purpose of using control charts is

to determine when to take action to adjust a process which has fallen out of control.

Just as important, it also indicates when to leave a process alone. This section

examines several commonly used control charts:

1) X-Bar Chart, R Chart, and S Chart

2) Cumulative Sum (Cusum) Chart

3) The Economic X-Bar Chart and Economic Cusum Chart

X-Bar Chart, R Chart, and S Chart. The X-Bar and the R charts (range chart)

are the most commonly used control charts. These charts are used together for the

analysis data measured along a continuous scale. The X-Bar Chart is used to monitor

the central tendency of a process whereas the R chart is used to monitor the variation

of the process.
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In order to construct these charts, samples of some given sample size are taken

from the process of interest. For each sample, the average and the range are

computed. Next, the average of the averages (i.e. overall process mean) and the

average of the ranges (R-Bar) are computed. These averages form the basis for the

central lines of the respective charts. From these central values control limits are

computed.

The control limits are usually set at three standard deviations from the average

measure. The underlining assumption for the computation of the control limits is that

the distribution of the sample averages is normally distributed (Evans, 1993:541).

Therefore, it is expected that approximately 99.7 percent of the sampk. data will fall

within these control limits (Figure 6). If any point fall outside the control limits or if

any unusual patterns are observed, it is likely that some assignable cause is affecting

the process, and an analysis should be performed to determine that cause (Moore and

Hendrick, 1992:A.3.1; Wheeler, 1986:204; Devore, 1991:415; Horngren and Foster,

1992:845).

If the assumption of a normal distribution for the sample data holds, the

following rules can be applied for examining a process to determine if it is in control:

1) No points are outside the control limits.

2) The number of points above and below the center line is approximately the
same.

3) The points seem to fall randomly above and below the center line.

4) Most points, but not all, are near the center line, and only a few are close to
the control limits (Evans, 1993:539).
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An alternative to using the R Chart along with the X-Bar Chart is to compute

and plot the standard deviation, s, of each sample. Although the range has

traditionally been used, since it involves less compu,:Ltional effort and is easier to

uinderstand, there is an advantage to using s instead of R. The sample standard

deviation is a more sensitive and better indicator of process variability (Evans,

1993:585). Therefore, when tight control of variability is required, s should be used.

The procedure for constructing S Chart is similar to the procedure for constructing the

R Chart.

A defect of the traditional X-Bar Chart is its inability to detect a relatively

small change in a overall process mean (Devore, 1991:653). This is largely a

consequence whether a process is judged out of control at a particular time depends

only on the sample at that time, and not on the past history of the process. i o

overcome this shortcoming, the Cumulative Sum control chart was designed to give

early indication of process changes.

Cumulative Sum Chart (Cusum). The Cusum Chart incorporates all past data

by plotting cumulative sums of the deviation of sample values from a target value.

The Cusum Chart looks very different from the previous control charts. In place of a

center line and horizontal control limits, a "V mask" is constructed. Any particular V-

mask is determined by specifying design parameters such as, the "lead distance," d.

and "half-angle," 0, as illustrated in Figure 7. One method for deciding which mask to

use involves specifying the size of a shift in the process mean that is of particular

concern to an investigator. Then the parameters of the mask are chosen to give
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Figure 7. Cusum Vmask (Adapted flom Devore, 1991:652)
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desired values of Type I and Type HI error, the false alarm probability and probability

of not detecting the specified shift, respectively.

The mask is located on the chart so that the point p lies on the last point

plotted. If no previous points lie outside the control limits, the process is assumed to

be in control (Figure 8-a). If there is a shift in the process mean above the reference

value, each new value if added to the cumulative sum will cause the cumulative sum

to increase and result in an upward trend in the chart. Eventually a point will fall

outside the upper control limit, indicating that the process has fallen out of control

(Figure 8-b).

A major advantage of the cusum control chart is the ease of detecting the shift

in process mean through visual inspection of the chart. However, the disadvantage is

that is very difficult to define appropriate design parameters.

X-Bar and Cusum charis are useful in determining if a process is in or out of

control and any shift of process mean. However, these charts ignore the cost and risk

associated with the process. Therefore, the Economic X-Bar and Economic Cusum

charts were developed to account for these costs and risks.

Economic X-Bar Chart and Economic Cusum Chart. Duncan established a

criterion that measures approximately the average net income of a process under

surveillance of an X-Bar Chart when the process is subject to random shifts in the

process mean. In ,his analysis, it is assumed an assignable cause is investigated

whenever a point falls outside the control limits. The criterion is for the case in which

it is assumed that the process is not shut down while the search for the assignable

cause is in progress, nor is the cost of adjustment or repair and the cost of bringing
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the process back into a state of control after the assignable cause is discovered charged

to the control chart program.

This design maximizes the long run average net income for the process. It

assumes that the management has knowledge of the risk of occurrence of an

assignable cause, knowledge of various costs and income parameters. The maximum

income criterion is the t is for deciding whether of not to investigate variances.

An assumption is made, the control chart is maintained to detect a single

assignable cause that occurs at random and results in a change in the process of

known proportions.

Even though control charts as proposed by Shewhart have been in use for over

sixty years, the increasing complexity and cost of industrial processes have

necessitated a search for more efficient and economical means of improving quality

(Goel and Wu, 1973:1272). An important development in this direction was the

introduction of the Cusum procedures in 1954, which are based on sums of

observations rather than individual observations.

Goel and Wu provided a methodology for the economic design of cusum charts

to control the mean of a process with a normally distributed quality characteristic

(Goel and Wu, 1973:1281) . Unlike the previous cusum model, this model is based on

minimum cost criterion for investigating variances. A model is derived which gives

the long-run average cost as a function of both the design parameters of the chart and

the cost and risk factors associated with the process.

These statistical process control techniques are widely used in private industry

to detect shifts in process mean and changes in variation (Evans, 1993:565). In a
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similar way, control charts can be used by DoD program managers to monitor the

outcome of program cost and schedule management. Control charts help managers

assess the program stability in order to determine whether or not to conduct cost and

schedule variance analysis.

Dyckman Model. The Dyckman model is a two-state (in control, out of

control), two-action (investigate, do not investigate) model using a critical value

(probability) approach to determine the action required (Jacobs, 1978:191). The model

employs a stochastic process and a Bayesian based decision making process to

describe transitions between an in-control state and an out-of-control state and to

update the probability of being in either state after each observation from the process

(Kaplan, 1975:328).

Dyckman assumes a constant savings from investigating an out-of-control

process. He calls it the "present value of the savings obtainable from an investigation

when the activity is out-of-control." This method also considers the cost of correcting

an out-of-control process and the present value of the losses from not investigating an

out-of-control process. The variance thresholds are determined by a ratio of these

factors.

However, the difficulty arises because Dyckman "suppresses the sequential

decision-making nature of the problem" (Kaplan, 1975:328). As a result, the benefit

from delaying the investigation for another period when more sample evidence maybe

obtained is not evaluated.

The application of this model to DoD major program management is feasible.

DoD program managers are responsible for the control of the level of several process
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variables, such as cost, schedule, and performance. These process variables may move

only from a desirable state to a less desirable state, e.g., schedule slippage, cost

overruns. Dyckman's model can be used as a control tool to indicate when

intervention should take place.

Kaplan Model. One method developed by Kaplan is an extension of

Dyckman's model. This model is a multi-period model which uses the actual costs

when operating in or out-of-control to establish optimal thresholds. Therefore, a

decision to delay investigating for one period incurs the risk of operating an additional

period out-of-control. That is, obtaining a cost realization from an out-of-control

distribution rather than from an in-control distribution (Kaplan, 1975:324).

Kaplan assumes the relevant information from the prior observations, since the

last investigation was made, can be summarized by a single state variable--the

probability that the system is currently operating in-control. This variable is updated

after each observation via Bayes' theorem to incorporate information from the most

recent observation.

Another assumption of the model is the simplification of the process to a two-

state system, in-control and out-of-control, with sudden transitions between the states.

Additionally, Kaplan assumes that an out-of-state process can always be returned to

the in-control state.

It is these assumptions which may limit the applicability of this model. First, a

forced dichotomy between in-control and out-of-control may not be an accurate

description of a reality. Also, fundamental shifts in the process may occur that are

not reversible even after discovery. For example, prices may have risen which may be
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impossible to reverse. This feature represents one of the fundamental differences

between the traditional quality control settings for which most of the models and the

cost variance setting have been developed (Kaplan, 1975:327). Physical processes

monitored in the quality control environment can almost be returned from the out-of-

control state to the desired setting once such a state is discovered. Therefore, the

benefits from investigating these processes can be measured. Finally, the situation

where the investigation fails to detect and out-of-control situation when one exists is

not considered.

In general, this multi-period economic model is consistently more effective

than previous models reviewed although each may have specific applications (Jacobs,

1978:202). This model might be similarly applied in DoD program acquisition

management. However, its assumpLions might limit applicability to DoD scenarios.

For instance, in the cost and schedule variance setting, the benefits from investigation

may be difficult to determine.

This literature review answered the first two investigative questions addressed

in the introduction chapter.

Investigative Question #1: What models are available for establishing

variance thresholds?

Based on the conduct of a thorough literature review, there are at least nine

models which may be used to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds. The

following list of models summarizes those examined in the literature review:

Traditional Accounting Model

Accounting Model Based on Classical Statistical Theory
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Accounting Control Model Based on Modem Decision Theory

X-Bar Chart, R Chart, and S Chart

Cumulative Sum Chart

Economic X-Bar Chart

Economic Cusum Chart

Dyckman Model

Kaplan Model

The Traditional Accounting Model relies on simple and informal ways, such as

management judgment and experience for determining an absolute value variation.

The second model is based on classical statistical theory rather than management

judgment and experience to set cost and schedule variance thresholds. This model

uses a mathematically derived frequency distribution as a basis for setting the control

limits. In addition, it makes a distinction between chance variation and assignable

variation, and that only assignable should be investigated. The third model based on

modem decision theory uses subjective probability for making an informed decision

whether or not to investigate a variance.

The statistical process control approach uses control charts to monitor the

outcome of a process. Its purpose is to determine when to take action to adju-" a

process which has fallen out of control. This approach employs several commonly

used control charts, such as X-bar Chart, R Chart, S Chart, Cusum Chart, Economic S-

Bar Chart, and Economic Cusum Chart.

The Dyckman and Kaplan models are extensions of the control chart models.

The Dyckman model provides a means for making the cost deviation investigation
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decision that incorporates both the cost of investigation and the expected savings from

returning the process to an in-control state. It uses a Bayesian decision theory

approach to make that decision. The Kaplan model illustrates how the probability

distribution of operating out of control and the various costs, the cost of operating out

of control and cost of investigation, can be integrated to yield the best economic

decision.

As evident from this research, there are a number of models which can be used

to help managers to establish appropriate cost and schedule variance thresholds. From

these thresholds, decisions can be made to determine whether an investigation is

necessary to find a cause for an out-of-control process.

Investigative Question #2: Are any of these models applicable to DoD

major program contracts?

To some extent these models can be applied to the establishment of cost and

schedule variance thresholds on DoD major program contracts. In the authors'

judgment, applicability of the models can be characterized in three broad categories:

easy, moderate, and difficult. Table 3 presents the characteristics of the models

examined in Chapter II and the assessment of the applicability of these models to DoD

major program contracts. This assessment of the applicability was the result of

considering the four characteristics listed in the table. These characteristics are

Complexity, Factors Considered, Period, and Decision Approach.

Complexity refers to the degree of difficulty in modeling the process and

executing the model (e.g., mathematical tools used, assumptions made, etc.). The

authors assumed the more complex the model the more difficult in applying it to DoD
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TABLE 3

SUMMARY CHARACTERISTICS

Model 1 2 3 4 App

Traditional Simple None Single M.J. Easy
Accounting Model

Accounting Model Mod PK, Multi CS Mod
Based on Classical Risk
Statistical Theory

Accounting Control Complex PK, Multi BDT Diff
Model Based on Modem Cost
Decision Theory Risk

X-Bar Chart, Simple None Single SPC Easy
R-Chart, and
S-Chart

Cumulative Sum Chart Mod PK Multi SPC Mod

Economic Mod Cost Single SPC Mod
X-Bar Chart

Economic Mod PK, Multi SPC Mod
Cusum Chart Cost

Dyckman Model Complex Cost Multi BDT Dilf

Kaplan Model Complex PK, Multi BDT Diff
Cost,
Risk

1-Complexity - Simple, Moderate (Mod), Complex
2-Factors Considered - Prior Knowledge (PK), Cost, Risk
3-Period - Single, Multiple (Multi)
4-Decision Approach - Management Judgment (MJ), Classical Statistics (CS),
Bayesian Decision Theory (BDT), Statistical Process Control (SPC)
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major programs. The Factors considered included the prior knowledge required to

initiate the model, the cost, and the risk of investigating a variance or not investigating

a variance. Period means that the models used data from either a single period or

more than one period. The Decision Approach signifies the method by which a

decision to investigate a variance was derived. These methods consist of management

judgment, classical statistical approach, statistical process control approach, and

Bayesian decision theory.

The Traditional Accounting Model used to establish cost and schedule variance

thresholds can be easily applied to DoD major program contracts. The major

advantage of this model was its simplicity because no extensive or time-consuming

computations were necessary. Only managerial judgment and experience were

required. However, this model might not prove as effective because it did not

explicitly consider other factors, such as prior knowledge, cost, or risk. Also, since

the model considered only a single period, the variance thresholds were not updated to

reflect the latest condition of the process. Though management judgment and

experience are beneficial for program control, often in the DoD environment,

managers do not remain with the same program throughout its life. Further,

experience and judgment vary among managers. This may cause the level of program

control to be less effective.

The Statistical Process Control models examined in Chapter 1I consisted of the

X-Bar Chart, R Chart, S Chart, Cumulative Sum Chart, Economic X-Bar Chart, and

Economic Cusum Chart. The degree of difficulty in modeling the process for these

models ranged from simple to moderate in complexity. In the less complex X-Bar, R
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Bar, and S Bar charts, decisions were made based on a single observation. The

Economic X-Bar Chart also used a single observation but did consider various

investigation costs and income data. In the more complex Cusum and Economic

Cusum charts, decisions were based on multiple observations. Again, the Cusum

Chart did not consider the investigation costs while the Economic Cusum Chart did

consider these costs.

These models are widely used in private industry to detect shifts in process

mean and changes in variation (Evans, 1993:530). With some basic knowledge in

statistics, the decision maker can easily apply the X-Bar Chart, R Chart, and S Chart

to DoD major programs. However, while this model may be simple to use, it is

similar to the Traditional Accounting Model in that it ignored prior knowledge, cost,

and risk.

The other three SPC models, Economic X-Bar Chart, Cusum Chart, and

Economic Cusum Chart, are relatively more difficult to apply to DoD major programs.

This is due mainly to a higher level of complexity required to develop the models.

For example, the models required additional information such as, prior knowledge,

cost data, and an estimation of the risk of investigating a variance.

In general, the authors believe control charts can be used by DoD program

managers to monitor the outcome of program cost and schedule management. Control

charts help managers assess the program stability in order to determine whether or not

to conduct cost and schedule variance analysis.

The Accounting Model based on Classical Statistical Theory is also moderately

applicable to DoD major programs. Similar to Cusum models, this model utilized
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multiple observation data and considered all risks associated with the decision to

investigate a variance. Again, a basic knowledge of statistics was required to develop

and execute the model. Moreover, since this model considered multiple periods, it is

often difficult and time-consuming to collect the necessary data.

The other three models which used a Bayesian decision approach are

potentially difficult to apply to DoD programs due to their complexity. First, these

models required an extensive knowledge in statistics to develop and execute. Second,

the development and implementation costs were potentially higher because of the

additional expertise required and the time required to gather data and develop these

models.

In short, the degree of applicability of threshold models to DoD programs is

mainly dependent upon the complexity of each model and the time and costs

associated with the development and implementation of these models. It seems that,

there is no single best model for all programs.

Summary

In the accounting approach, the traditional accounting model relies on simple

and informal ways, such as management judgment and experience for determining a

absolute value variation. Another model based on statistical theory rather than

management judgment and experience to set cost and schedule variance thresholds.

This model uses a mathematically derived frequency distribution as a basis for setting
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the control limits. In addition, it makes a distinction between chance variation and

assignable variation, arid that only assignable should be investigated.

The statistical process control approach uses control charts to monitor the

outcome cf a process and to determine when to take action to adjust a process which

has fallen out of control. This approach employs several commonly used control

charts, such as X-Bar Chart, R Chart, S Chart, Cusum Chart, Economic X-Bar Chart,

and Economic Cusum Chart, for its purpose.

The Dyckman and Kapian models are extensions of the control chart models.

Dyckman model provides a means for making the cost deviation investigation decision

that incorporate both the cost of investigation and the expected savings. It uses a

statistical decision theory approach to make that decision. Kaplan model illustraLes

how the probability distribution of operating out of control and the various costs: the

cost of operating out of control and cost of investigation can be integrated to yield the

best economic decision.

These models can be used to established cost and schedule variance thresholds

in DoD major programs. In authors' judgment, the level of applicability of these

models depends largely on the complexity of each model and the time and cost

associated with the development and implementation of these models.

The next chapter will describe the specific procedures for conducting the

research. The chapter will cover the following subtopics:

1) Research Findings

2) Population

3) Sample
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4) Instrument Development

5) Data Collection.
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III. Methodology

Introduction

This chapter explains the process used to collect the information necessary to

answer the investigative and research questions discussed in Chapter 1.

Research Design

Different interpretations of variance thresholds between government and

contractor personnel may present problems controlling contract cost and schedule.

These different interpretations indicate the need for setting appropriate variance

thresholds. Recognizing this fact, researchers have developed many theoretical models

as described in the previous chapter to help establish such thresholds. Although cost

and schedule variance thresholds are required on DoD major program contracts, little

is known about the methods the government and contractors use to establish these

threshold values.

The purpose of this thesis is:

1) to examine to what extent theoretical models are used to establish cost and

schedule variance thresholds on DoD major program contracts,

2) to identify how cost and schedule variance thresholds are established on

DoD ,,iajor program contracts, and

3) to report those findings.
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This thesis is descriptive in nature. It examines things as they exist and does not

attempt to manipulate any variables.

This thesis is a formalized study consisting of eight structured investigative

questions. These investigative questions are:

1) What models are available for establishing variance thresholds?

2) Are any of these models applicable to DoD major program contracts?

3) Who is responsible for setting cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD

major program contracts?

4) Are DoD personnel aware of these models?

5) Are any of these models being used by the DoD?

6) How are cost and schedule variance thresholds established on DoD major

program contracts?

7) What models for establishing cost and schedule variance thresholds are

used?

8) Do the chosen methods vary depending on program type, preparation time,

risk, contract phase, and contract cost?

A thorough literature review on the topic of variance thresholds in the last

chapter answered the first two investigative questions. The chapter also discussed the

advantages, disadvantages, differences, and the applicability of these models to DoD

major program contracts. The remainder of the investigative questions required

personal interviews with government and contractor personnel.
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Population

Based on the research objective, the relevant population of interest was

determined. This population included all government financial managers and civilian

contractor counterparts who had first-hand knowledge of the establishment of cost and

schedule variance thresholds for DoD major program contracts.

According to a memorandum from the Office of the Under Secretary of

Defense for Acquisition adaressed to the service secretaries dated 9 February 1990,

there were 123 U.S. Army, USAF, U.S. Navy, and DoD major programs (Appendix

A). Based on the authors' observations, an average of two financial managers and two

contractor counterparts for each DoD major program was a reasonable estimate.

Therefore, the total number of personnel involved in the establishment of cost and

schedule variance thresholds for these programs was estimated to be approximately

492.

Since the release of the above memorandum, a number of major programs have

been canceled (e.g., A-12, Rail Garrison, Small Missile) due various reasons, such as

poor management and the reduced threat from the communist block. These

cancellations coupled with DoD and defense industry personnel reductions rendered

this population estimate highly debatable.

Sample

For the scope of the thesis, elements of this sample were DoD system program

office personnel. Additionally, several defense contractor personnel were interviewed.
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This sample consisted of USAF Aeronautical Systems Center (ASC) Financial

Management Staff personnel, USAF System Program Office (SPO) personnel at

Wright-Patterson AFB, U.S. Army and U.S. Navy program office personnel, and

defense contractor personnel. Even though the population size estimate was

subjective, it was the goal of the authors to include as many samples as possible given

the authors' time and funding constraints. As this thesis was descriptive in nature,

rigorous statistical methods to manipulate data were not used. This limited the

inferences which could be drawn concerning the population.

A judgmental decision on the sample was made due to several factors:

1) Almost all USAF major aeronautical program contracting is done at Wright-

Patterson AFB.

2) Data are readily available for collection.

3) There is a large government and contractor personnel pool for interview.

Instrument Development

The research question was to discover to what extent the theoretical models

were used to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD major program

contracts, and eight specific investigative questions were used to answer this research

question. In addition, four measurement questions were derived from the investigative

questions and were posed to each interviewee. The first of these questions was

dichotomous to determined if the interviewee possessed first-hand knowledge of the

establishment of variance thresholds. A negative response to this question would
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terminate the interview as the interviewee would not be representative of the

population of interest. The remainder of the measurement questions were open-ended

to facilitate discussion. For example, the fourth measurement question was designed

to include all potential factors, such as contract costs and program type, which might

affect the establishment of cost and schedule variance thresholds.

These measurement questions were:

1) Do you establish cost and/or schedule variance thresholds on any DoD

major program contracts?

2) What method or methods do you use?

3) What other theoretical models for establishing variance thresholds are you

aware of?

4) What factors (i.e., program type, preparation time, risk, contract phase,

contract cost) do you consider when setting cost or schedule variance thresholds?

All the questions were structured with the following factors considered to

minimize measurement errors and respondent confusion (Emory, 1991:362).

1) Shared vocabulary - Technical terms such as variance thresholds, C/SCSC,

and variance analysis were understood by all respondents. This is verified at the time

of each interview.

2) Clarity - The questions posed contained very little ambiguous wording.

They • -re short, direct, and focused toward a single element.

3) Hidden assumptions - No hidden assumptions. Measurement questions

established the competence level of interviewees and minimized measurement error.
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4) Biased wording - Bias was minimized by asking all respondents the same

questions. No superlatives, slang e:-pressions or fad words were used.

5) Personalization - Personalization was chosen to put interviewees at ease and

to promote the flow of information. Questions were worded with second personal

pronouns.

6) Adequate alternatives - All but the first measurement questions were open-

ended, again to promote the flow of information.

Additionally, the questions were arranged in such a manner as to encourage the

respondents' interest in the topic. For instance, the first question was designed to

stimulate the respondents' attention to and interest in C/SCSC, specifically in variance

analysis and variance thresholds. Moreover, the first question ensured the

interviewee's subject knowledge. They were sequenced in a logical order and range

from simple to complex, general to specific (Emory, 1991:371).

Another consideration in instrument development is whether the purpose of the

study should be disguised. The accepted wisdom is that knowledge of the purpose of

the research may bias the results (Emory, 1991:352). However, if respondents are

aware of the study's purpose and perceive that the topic is relevant to their own

interest, they are more willing to provide information (Emory, 1991:359). Thus, in

this study, there was no reason to disguise the objectives, and interviewees were made

aware of its purpose.
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Data Collection

Questioning was the basic methodology used in this study. TI technique

selected for questioning the study participants was the personal interv v. The

personal interview offered several advantages to this study. First, dat xre readily

available as almost all USAF major program contracting is done at A !ht-Patterson

AFB. For this reason, there was a large government and contractor p onnel pool for

interviews. In addition, to gather information from other DoD agenci telephone

interviews was used.

For personal interviews, each sample element was contacted b elephone to

arrange a convenient time for an interview. After this initial contact, ch interview

was conducted by the authors. At the beginning of each interview, t1 xarticipants

were given a copy of the interview agenda. This agenda included the arpose of the

study and the designed measurement questions. Responses were reco *d by both

interviewers and later compared for consistency and accuracy.

Telephone interviews were conducted in much the same mann, is personal

interviews. Each sample element was contacted by telephone to arran a convenient

time for an interview After this initial contact. each interview was c( Iucted by one

of the authors. At the beginning of each interview, the participants w informed of

the interview agenda which included the purpose of the study and the signed

measurement questions. Responses were recorded by the interviewer.
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To ensure consisten nd accurate results for data collection, the same set of

measurement questions waw pplied to all elements of the sample. Moreover, these

questions were posed by th ;ame investigators.

Information gathere: rom interviewees was studied and analyzed to provide

answers to the eight investi tive questions. Tables presenting the research

information have also been icluded when they add to the reader's understanding of

the presented material. Th indings and analysis are presented in the next chapter.

All participants in t study were given anonymity and no associations were

made to the various contra, rs and organization that are involved in the study. The

interviewees were told that iy questions they felt uncomfortable with answering

would be excluded. No in viewee express such a discomfort; as a result, no

questions were excluded in iy interview.

Summary and Overview

Four measurement t stions were derived to address the research objective.

These questions were pose( ) a sample of DoD government and civilian contractor

personnel who had first-hat knowledge of the establishment of cost and schedule

variance thresholds. Questi s were structured to minimize measurement errors and

respondents' confusion. Ini viewee responses based on the four measurement

questions were collected. '1 : findings and analysis are presented in the next chapter.
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IV. Research Findings and Analysis

Introduction

This chapter documents the information obtained from following the research

methodology as outlined in the previous chapter. Information was gathered from:

1) A comprehensive literature review of theoretical models.

2) Six personal interviews conducted with individuals from USAF AFMC/ASC,

U.S. Army, U.S. Navy, and defense contractors who had first-hand knowledge of the

establishment of cost and schedule variance thresholds (Appendix B).

3) A review of nine defense contractor system description documents.

4) A review of The U.S. Army study, Establishment of Consistent Variance

Thresholds For Problem Analysis on the Cost Performance Report for the LoAD PPD

Program Phase IB.

5) A review of DoD Manual 5000.2-M, Defense Acquisition Management

Documentation and Reports.

6) A review of the Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria Joint

Implementation Guide.

In general, this chapter will answer -.he following investigative questions:

1) What models are available for establishing variance thresholds?

2) Are any of these models applicable to DoD major program contracts?

3) Who is responsible for setting cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD

major program contracts?
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4) Are DoD personnel aware of these models?

5) Are any of these models being used by the DoD?

6) How are cost and schedule variance thresholds established on DoD major

program contracts?

7) What models for establishing cost and schedule variance thresholds are

used?

8) Do the chosen methods vary depending on program type, preparation time,

risk, contract phase, and contract cost?

Research Findings

The first two investigative questions were answered in Chapter II, Literature

Review. This section will address the six remaining investigative questions.

Investigative Question #3: Who is responsible for setting cost and schedule

variance thresholds on DoD major program contracts?

According to interviews conducted with financial management personnel at

USAF AFMC/ASC staff level, USAF, U.S. Army, and U.S. Navy SPOs, cost and

schedule variance thresholds on DoD major program contracts were established by the

financial managers of each SPO.

While ASC staff personnel did not directly supervise SPO financial personnel,

they did exert some degree of functional authority over financial matters. For

instance, an ASC policy letter regarding the establishment of cost and schedule

variance thresholds was issued to the various SPOs (Appendix C).
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Based on inputs from various product divisions, the experience from ASC staff

cost analysts, and collected sample financial Contract Data Requirements Lists

(CDRLs), this policy letter provided lessons learned concerning preparation of

financial CDRLs and suggested approaches for establishing reporting levels, variance

thresholds, etc., with explanations as to why the approach was recommended.

Investigative Question #4: Are DoD personnel aware of these models?

Interview results indicated that none of the interviewees had knowledge of the

existence of various models examined in Chapter II. In addition, interviewees

indicated that they were not aware of any other type of models which were not

examined in this thesis and which might be used to establish cost and schedule

variance thresholds on DoD major program contracts.

Investigative Question #5: Are any of these models being used by the DoD?

Basically, none of these models was being used by the DoD. Even though

interviewees stated that they were not aware of or using any of the specific models

examined, interview results suggested otherwise. Interview results suggested that the

method used by some of these personnel was similar to the Traditional Accounting

Model. For some interviewees, managerial experience and judgment were the tools

used to set cost and schedule variance thresholds.

Investigative Question #6: How are cost and schedule variance thresholds

established on DoD major program contracts?

Research into the fiscal year 1983 DoD Authorization Act showed a serious

commitment to the reporting requirements of the DoD to the United States Congress.
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By law the DoD must report to the Congress any time a program exceeds its baseline

values by pre-established thresholds.

This public law known as the "Nunn-McCurdy Amendment" requires a baseline

which reflects the estimated worth of the program in the President's budget (U.S.

Congress, 1982:1557). This baseline is expressed in two types of "unit cost"

estimates. The two types of unit costs are defined as:

(1) Program Acquisition Unit Cost (PAUC)- Representing the sum of all
RDT&E, production, and weapon system specific military construction
costs for the total acquisition program, divided by the total program
acquisition quantity; and/or

(2) Current Procurement Unit Cost (CPUC)-Representing the total of all
procurement funds appropriated for the program for a given year,
divided by the number of end items to be procured in that same year.
(Fleming, 1992:216)

Thus, a given program will have on record with the DoD and the Congress a

baseline of "total program unit cost" (PAUC), and a "yearly umit cost" value (CPUC),

both of which will be monitored for the life of the program. Two threshold limits are

prescribed: a 15% and a 25% level. Both these levels require specific reporting

actions by the DoD when they are exceeded. When a program manager reports that a

breach exceeding 15% has occurred, the service secretary must submit a report to

Congress. If the breach exceeds 25%, then the Secretary of Defense must take action

to assure Congress that the program is essential to national defense and is the least

cost alternative, and that the management team is still capable of managing and

controlling the program costs (Fleming, 1992:218).

The Nunn-McCurdy Amendment invariably affected DoD's internal

management regarding the establishment of variance thresholds. DoD 5(XX).2-M, part
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20, Cost Management Reports, paragraph 7.b.5 stated: "All reporting provisions will

be negotiated and specified in the contract, including reporting frequency, specific

variance analysis thresholds, and the contract WBS elements to be reported." This

was the only reference to variance ,hresholds found in this manual. No specific

guidance regarding the actual formulation of variance thresholds was addressed.

The C/SCSC JIG paragraph ae, page 2-3 stated: "appropriate thresholds should

be established as to the magnitude of variances which will require variance analysis."

Paragraph e, page 3-17 went on to state: "it is essential that these internal variance

thresholds be so established that all significant variances will be analyzed while at the

same time avoiding an excessive number of variance analyses." This is to minimize

the generation of analyses and explanations of variances which do not have potential

for negative impact on the program.

Furthermore, the JIG mentioned that: "no particular approach or set of

thresholds is 'best' for all circumstances" (JIG, 1987:3-17). Different thresholds

should be considered for different levels of management, for different organizational

elements, and for reporting to the DoD. Concerning the establishment of varianceý

thresholds, the guide stated: "generally, thresholds are established requiring a variance

analysis for any cost or schedule variance that exceeds a certain percentage of the

budget of work scheduled or work performed and/or exceeds an established dollar

minimum" or "to set the thresholds as a percentage of the budget for the entire

project." It is clear the guide emphasized the importance of setting appropriate

variance thresholds. However, the guide provided no specific means or technique to

establish cost and schedule variance thresholds.
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A review of nine major defense contractor system descriptions was conducted.

Contractor system descriptions are documents which detail to the government all the

managerial and accounting procedures the contractor uses to manage internally during

the contract. Pertinent excerpts of these documents are included in Appendix D.

Although the importance of settiiig appropriate variance thresholds has been

illustrated in Chapter 1, of the nine system dcscriptions reviewed by the authors, none

addressed this topic in any specific detail. For instance, one of the documents

contained over 300 pages. Four separate pages described the requirement of variance

analysis. However, not a single sentence was devoted to the establishment of variance

thresholds. In another case, four pages out of 153 pages described several topics

related to variance thresholds. The issues described included variance analysis,

variance analysis reporting, and variance computation (e.g., Cost Variance = Budgeted

Cost of Work Performed - Actual Cost of Work Performed). Again, no specific

techniques for establishing thresholds were described.

When the establishment of variance thresholds was addressed, the instructions

were very general. For instance, one contractor suggested using a percentage and an

absolute dollar value as variance thresholds stating "the cost account threshold are

usually defined by both a percentage figure and a resource value figure in hours or

dollars (e.g., +/- 10 percent and 1000 hours)." However, there was no indication as to

how these values should be derived.

Another way in which contractors addressed the establishment of variance

thresholds is through contract direction. One system description stated: "variance

thresholds may be established at the reporting level by the customer via contract
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direction." Another stated: "at the report level, tolerances are contractually established

for each program." This implies that cost and schedule variance thresholds are

established by government direction. Also, variance thresholds were established by

contract negotiation. One interviewee related that variance thresholds were agreed

upon and documented on the back of his business card. As a matter of fact, in the

documents reviewed, no speciic calculation methods for the establishment of cost and

schedule variance thresholds were described.

In contrast to the documents described above, a U.S. Army study titled The

Establishment of Consistent Variance Thresholds For Problem Analysis on the Cost

Performance Report for the LoAD PPD Program Phase IB suggested a mathematical

model to set variance thresholds (Appendix E). According to this model, variance

thresholds should be a function of the amount of work performed in relation to the

estimated cost at completion (i.e. the thresholds should change over time). In practice,

contracts frequently call for the same thresholds to be used throughout the life of the

contract. A survey conducted by the National Security Industrial Association (NSIA)

Cost/Schedule System Compendium in 1979 supported the Army study. The NSIA

survey asserted using the same threshold throughout the life of the contract "tends to

place emphasis on minor variances in low value items while ignoring major variance

in high value items" (NSIA Management Systems Subcommittee, 1980:1-14).

Additionally, the Army model compensated for cost variations between

different WBS levels in a contract. The study stated that "these thresholds shall be

applied routinely at level three and above the WBS." The application to lower-level
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WBS elements shall be based on specific government management needs for limited

time periods.

As addressed in Investigative Question #3, ASC staff personnel issued a policy

letter to the various SPOs regarding lessons learned for preparing financial CDRLs.

With regard to the establishment of cost and schedule variance thresholds, this policy

letter suggested approaches for establishing reporting levels, variance thresholds, etc.,

with explanations as to why the approach was recommended.

Specifically, the policy recommended establishing thresholds using both an

absolute dollar amount and a percentage. For example, personnel were to use a

percentage threshold, such as +/- 10 percent, or combined it with a minimum dollar

value. When an element breaches both thresholds, written analysis is required.

Furthermore, the letter stated, "when creating thresholds, remember that -15 percent is

unsatisfactory when reporting to higher headquarters." Again, the letter failed to

instruct personnel how these threshold levels should be derived.

Interview results indicate that no models were explicitly used to establish cost

and schedule thresholds on DoD major program contracts. For some interviewees,

managerial experience and judgment were the only tools used to set these thresholds.

One interviewee indicated that as far as he could remember, variance thresholds

for new contracts were established by using variance thresholds from previous

contracts. Two other interviewees supported this view. Additionally, this was a very

subjective process. If the SPO personnel perceived no problem with the previous

threshold levels, he would continued to use the same thresholds for other contracts.
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A seasoned financial manager with over 30 years of experience, used his

experience rather than any formal model to establish cost and schedule variance

thresholds. In a similar manner, another financial manager conceded that the

establishment of variance thresholds was not viewed as a structured set of values. In

his opinion, it was viewed as "a philosophical approach with a touch of personal

angle" and "requires no brain." Again, past experience was the dominant factor when

setting threshold levels.

The research results revealed that cost and schedule variance thresholds were

essentially established on DoD major program contracts by using management

experience. No specific guidance to formally establish variance thresholds was found.

Investigative Question #7: What models for establishing cost and schedule

variance thresholds are used?

Basically, none of these models are being used by the DoD. Interviewees

stated that they were not aware of or using any of the specific models examined.

Interview results suggested that the method used by some of these personnel was

similar to the Traditional Accounting Model.

Investigative Question #8: Do the chosen methods vary depending on

program type, preparation time, risk, contract phase, and contract cost?

As evident through the review of numerous government and defense contractor

documents and interviews with knowledgeable government and defense contractor

personnel, no specific methods examined in this thesis were chosen to establish cost

and schedule variance thresholds. Therefore, these variables, program type,

preparation time, risk, contract phase, and contract cost, did not affect the choice of a
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method to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds. Three interviewees related

that none of these variables affected their choice of method.

Even though interviewees did not use any of the models examined to establish

cost and schedule variance thresholds, some did consider these variables when

selecting threshold levels for a new contract. For instance, according to one

interviewee, contract phase was a factor in setting variance thresholds. Cost and

schedule variance thresholds remain the same throughout the contract life for the

current month values. However, these thresholds may vary throughout the life of the

contract for cumulative amounts. This policy is consistent with the guidance set forth

in the C/SCSC JIG, para 3-5e(2) which states: "When initially establishing the

thresholds, it may be advisable to provide for tightening these thresholds as the

contract progresses..

Summary

This chapter used the information gathered to answer the following

investigative questions:

1) What models are available for establishing variance thresholds?

2) Are any o: these models applicable to DoD major program contracts'?

3) Who is responsible for setting cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD

major program contracts?

4) Are DoD personnel aware of these models?

5) Are any of these models being used by the DoD'?
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6) How are cost and schedule variance thresholds established on DoD major

program contracts?

7) What models for establishing cost and schedule variance thresholds are

used?

8) Do the chosen methods vary depending on program type, preparation time,

risk, contract phase, and contract cost?

The findings indicated that while there were many methods for establishing

cost and schedule variance thresholds which could be applicable to DoD major

program contracts, none of these methods was being used. Repeatedly, interviewees

related that threshold levels for new contracts were established by either management

experience and judgment or by copying threshold levels from previous contracts.

The next chapter will provide conclusion and recommendations.
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V. Conclusions and Recommendations

Introduction

This chapter uses the findings based on the research presented in Chapters II

and IV in order to draw conclusions regarding to what extent the theoretical threshold

models were used to establish cost and schedule variance thresholds on DoD major

program contracts. Following the conclusions, recommendations will be presented.

Conclusions

As discussed in Chapter I, the specific problem regarding the establishment of

cost and schedule variance thresholds centers around the fact that there is no universal

agreement on what constitutes appropriate threshold levels. Different interpretations of

variance thresholds between government and defense contractor personnel indicated

the need for setting appropriate variance thresholds. Research presented in Chapter 11

demonstrated that there were many well developed theoretical models to help establish

such threshold levels. Although variance thresholds are found in many defense

acquisition contracts, little was known about the methods the government and

contractors use to establish these threshold values.

As the results in Chapter IV indicated, DoD and defense contractor personnel

rely on personal management experience and judgment in establishing the variance

threshold levels for a contract. One possible explanation foi this occurrence is the
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apparent lack of awareness of the many theoretical models available which can be

applied to the establishment of variance thresholds for defense contracts. This lack of

knowledge could have been the result of inadequate supplemental training of personnel

which could expose them to these additional methods.

In addition, government documents and regulations as well as defense

contractor documents did not provide any specific methods or techniques to derive

cost and schedule variance thresholds. This lack of specific guidance further

contributes to the necessary reliance on personal experience and judgment to set the

threshold levels.

Recommendations

Upper management should provide functional personnel with additional

supplemental training to expose them to the various methods to establish variance

thresholds which can be applied to DoD major program contracts.

This thesis has sbown how DoD establishes cost and schedule variance

thresholds. But this research has only laid the foundation for further investigation into

this subject. A study to determine the relative effectiveness of variance threshold

levels for all DoD major program contracts should be conducted. Such a study would

aid the decision maker as to whether any changes should be made to improve the

effectiveness of the current practices used to establish variance thresholds.

Further study should be performed to determine specific guidelines for

establishing variance thresholds. This study should be based on available empirical
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data from past and on-going programs. Informal techniques which are intuitive in

nature should not be the only tool used to establish variance thresholds.

Summary

This chapter provided some insights into the current practice by government

and defense contractor personnel with regard to the establishment of variance

thresholds. It also identified the lack of awareness of the various methods of

establishing variance thresholds which could be effectively applied to DoD major

program contracts. Finally, recommendations were made which address increased

training requirements and potential follow-on studies to determine the relative

effectiveness of variance threshold levels and finally achieve success in controlling

cost overruns problems.
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Appendix A: Listing of Major Defense Acquisition Programs
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H1-E UNCER S'_xCREARY CF CEFENSE

WASHINGTON. OC 20301

ACOIJISITQN 1S FE3:

MCADt FOR SZARS -COF T~E M:-TA.:Z E? s

S~JEC~ esicnaticr of Major De~fense Acquisi-icr ?:oqra~s

Attached are updated -istincs of Defense AczujSi.--iCn
=-card (DA3) and C~c~nc-er- arogramt. These list 1ings
official.ly update i~ erar 3 989, ve:slons.

T'h-e DAB and C pr.onent categor~ies are used to deterrnirne
whet~her t~he programs are subject t-- manaagemnent oversight
either by the DAB or by the Component decision prccess.
Th.-ese listings' do not reflect or obviate sevarate guidance cn
SAR, baseli;ne, and DA.:S oversight.

C::
DA.S Princinals &Advisors
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Appendix B: Interview Summaries
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Government A, USAF, MAJCOM Staff

Date: 18 Ja1i 93

Position: Staff

Summary:

- This office does not set variance thresholds for SPOs

- Gov't sets external variance thresholds

- Contractor's set internal variance thresholds

- Internal tighter than external

- Staff tries to educate folks through trainii:g and memos/policy letter(s)

- Disagrees with analysis is excessive as often claimed by contractors

- Cost is not an issue/factor

- Variance threshold levels depend on PM interest in variance analysis

- Experience that variance thresholds set using whatever is in last contract

- Sometimes top 10 cost drivers are chosen (WBS $wise or WBSs which may be
troublesome areas)
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Government B, USAF, Systems Program Office

Date: 9 Feb 93

Position: Program Financial Manager

Summary:

- A subjective process

-- If no problem perceived then reuse old variance thresholds from previous
contract(s)

- Same variance thresholds for all (i.e. cumulative and current month)

- Troubled that establisher and users are not the same (i.e. cost estimator versus budget
executioner)

- User of variance thresholds analysis develop attitudes toward

- Variance thresholds are +/- 10% or $50,000 of BCWS and BCWP whichever is
greater and 10% for BAC in any reported WBS element
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Government C, USAF, Systems Program Office

Date: 2 Apr 93

Position: Financial Manager for engine contract

Summary:

- Contract phase is EMD

-- Contract let in Aug 19xx
-- Duration is l9xx-2xxx

- Plan to produce 9 a/c and 27 engines for EMD, plan procure 648 a/c.

- $1.5B contract

- Cost plus award fee contract

-- Cost +4% base fee (guaranteed) and 9% incentive fees)

- Contract recently rephased stretching development 1.5 yrs

- First flight expected summer 19xx

- FM has 6 financial analysts

- Yes, individual established variance thresholds for this contract

-- Past experience used to establish variance thresholds.

- Not aware of other theoretical models

- Factors

-- Prep time does not play here
-- Risk is not a factor
-- Phase is factor in setting variance thresholds

--- For current month value

----. Variance thresholds stay the same throughout the contract

--- For cumulative amounts
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----.May vary throughout the life of the contract
----.Vt usually gets tighter toward the end.

-- Quit reporting at 90-95% spent
-- Yes cost is a consideration
-- No other factors considered

- Variance thresholds for the contract are 10% and $250K (cumulative)

- Variance thresholds are negotiated with contractor

-- Contractor internal variance thresholds is 5% and $50K

- Contractor generates and gives individual flash report Format 1 (raw data) 5 to 10
days after the close of each acct period

-- Individual does a quick analysis for internal use

- SPO conducts a monthly review on program status with the contractors paying
special attention 9 major WBS and those that busted variance thresholds

- Formal CPRs are prepared but...

-- Traditionally takes 30-45 d,,ys to receive CPRs after the end of acct period
which is the fifth work day of the month
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Government D, USA, Systems Program Office

Date: 12 Apr 93

Position: Program Cost Management Supervisor

Summary:

- Method has recently been changed

-- Previously used a +/- $ thresholds for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd level format
-- Determined this was not working well, no way to access if 'adequate' thresholds

were being applied
-- Next tried $ thresholds PLUS gov't contractually reserved the right to change

thresholds once it was determined 'too much/too little' reporting
-- No contract modification necessary as this was written into the contract

- On the program

-- Absolute value of TOP TEN variances by value (current cost and schedule,
cumulative cost and schedule, and at completion variances)

-- Which ones exceed 10%

--- If > 10% then report
--- If < 10% do not report

-- This method was derived from the Joint DoD Industry TQM Team Report for
Program Management on the Cost and Schedule Management Process, May 17, 1991

-- Noted that OSD is familiar with this topic

- It is written into the contract to change thresholds as required

- There were NO specific factors (cost, risk, program phase) considered when setting
these thresholds
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Government E, USN, Systems Program Office:

Date: 21 Apr 93

Position: Staff

Summary:

- Variance thresholds not viewed a structured set of values

-- Viewed as a philosophical basis or a personal angle

- Depends on who uses the info generated by 5 C/SCSC data elements (USDA, SAE,
PEO, PM, or analyst)

-- Each has different view about variance thresholds

-Historical overview

-- 19xx SAR annual requirements

--- EAC from program office and contractors

-- Nunn-McCurty requirements

--- 15% threshold overrun in program or a major contract in program

----.10 days for PM to report to OSD
----.25 days to Congress

--- 25%

-.... Stop work
----. Report to Congress

-- Service.s want an internal mechanism to respond to above requirements

That is they set a tighter vt

-- In late 1970, USAF implemented PAR/CAR/SPR approach

--- Program Acquisition Approach (PAR) with vt of 5%
--- Component Acquisition Report (CAR) with vt of 10%
--- Secretarial Acquisition Report (SPR) with vt of 15%
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----. Red = 10% and over
----. Yellow = 5 to 9.99%
----. Green = 0 to 4.99%

-- SAR phased out in 1985

--- Supplemental Contractor Cost Report (SCCR)

-- 5000.2M, Part 16, Section H changes SCCR to Supplemental Contractor
Cost Info (SCCI) in 1989 (see p 16-H-I-i)

- Naval Air Command comfortable with 5% and 10%

-- Varies from location to location

- Bottom line

-- Purpose of variance thresholds

--- To sort out info
--- To prioritize activities in managing program
--- To draw manager attention to problem areas

- That is variance thresholds need no brain
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Defense Contractor X, Program Office:

Date: 12 Apr 93

Position: Subcontracts Manager, C/SCSC monitor

Summary:

- Variance thresholds are established on a 'contract by contract' basis

-- Vary by type (e.g. development vs production)

- Variance thresholds may be changed over time (contract phase) via re-negotiation

- 70% of contract C/SCSC monitoring is done by subcontractors
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Appendix C: HQ AFSC/FMC Policy Letter
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DEPARTME.NT OF THE AIR FORCE
A ..JOUATIER•S AeRCNAUTICA1,- SY5TEMS O'0VSICHN (AFS4

WRICJ-T-PArTXLR30N AIR FCRC ... ,ASF. CHIC 43A"3-465 .

17 MAR 1-c-21 ? S

-.saf FMC

smat: Sample Financial Contract Data Requirements Lists (CDRL.s) and Lessons Learned
for Preparing Financial CDRLs

ASD/A.P ASD/VC? ASD/'G. ASD/YS? WL/FM
NAP VF? YC? YTP OL-FM
RVP Vj? YF? YV? 49.50TW'/AMP
SDP VL2 YP? YZ2

1. Several months ago we asked you for sample financial CDRLs and lessons
learned concerning preparation of financial CDRLi. We consolidated your
responses, inputs from other product divisions, and the exoeriences from our
staff cost analysts.

2. Attachment I is a summary of the lessons learned. This narrative serves as
a reminder that certain aspects of the CDRLs must be negotiated and specified in
each RFP/contract. in addition, ve suggest approaches for establishing
reporting levels, variance thresholds, etc., with explanations as to why the
approach is recommened.

3. Attachment 2 is set of sample CDRLs for the following reports:

a. Contract Funds Status Repor: (CFSR)
b. Contract Work Breakdown Structure (C;BS)
c. Cost Performance Report (CR) - top "driver" variance approach-
a. CPR - dollar/percentage variance approach
e. Cost/Schedule Status Report (C/SSR) - top "driver" variance approach
f. C/SSR - dollar/percentage variance approach

Note that the sample CDRLs do not contain every condition discussed in the
lessons learned. Together, however, the t-7o documents should assist you in
preparing comprehensive CDRLs early in the procurement cycle which mitigate the
need for changes and contractual disputes later in the program.

4. Ve are constantly looking for ways to improve our cost reporting. Please
encourage your personnel to share their knowledge and concerns with us, so "e
can pass fresh ideas on to others and help resolve recurring problems.

5. Please contact Capt Lisa Hendel, ASD/FMCA, 55904 with comments or questions.

DONNA j. vOGEL 2 Atch
Dirm--tor of Cost 1. Lessons Learned

rCj,Fi, anc~al Management 2. Sample CDRLs
and Comptroller
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LZSSCNS LZ-A:.kED F•' ?P22.ý-.:NG F....CAL C"R-S

I. General Commen:3

a. A.LAYS know why you are buying each financa._ CDOR. Be able to justify
the reporting level, frequency of submission, dist:ribution list, tailorir.g,
etc. Know up front who is supposed to use the data and make sure each user
has input into the CVRL.

b. Before preparing a DO Form 14'3, carefully read the applicable Dta
Item Description (DID). Many of the financial DIDs require you to specify
values in individual CDRLS (these may require negotiation). these values,
include variance thresholds, forecast periods, etc. Not all sample CZKLg vill
include these areas, so use the DID as your primary source.

c. Cross-check your DO Form 412s with the ccntent of the Contractor C,:st
Data Reporting (CCDR) ?lan. The C"ZR Plan included in the solicitation and
contract contains the summary/reporting level Con:ract Work Breakdown
Structure (G'BS) and the types, frequency, and re-o:ting levels of the major
financial C4RL.s.

d. Incorporate revisions to t!%e summary CBS and financial CwRLs due to
proposed contract changes before the changes are sent to the ccntractor.

e. In the past, some CDRLs have included info.nation pertaining to timing
of Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria (C/SCSC) implementation, est!mate at
completion (EAC) frequency, delivery of system descriptions, flovdcVn of
C/SCSC and Cost/Schedule Status Report (C/SSR) to subcontractors, restrictions
on handling of material costs, etc. These areas should be handled as special
contract provisions as they pertain to the cost/schedule management clauses
(C/SCSC or CISSR) contained.in the solicitation and contract.

f. Accept contractor format vhenever possible to reduce data costs..

g. Use electronic transfer and splitdeli eidates-?tocuttr ssio
time. Use of the: ANSI:ASC X2Z Electraonic..Data :Interchage standards- is nomv-
mandatory for transmission of cost 3aragement infor"tion. ion

h. Be extremely clear on the delivery requirements. For exaLple,- you.
may assume, that, delivery of the first Contract- Fundsj-Status-Report NL--15•--
calendar days after the end of the first Goverzir°ent' fiscal 4uarter folloving
contract award includes partial fiscal quarters, but. the contractor may-
interpret "first" to mean the first full Government fiscal quarter.

i. Strategize how you vant the contractor to handle special aspects' of
the contract, such as award fee, long lead items, mixed contract types, et-.
Separate CPRs are required for R&D and production. Separate CFSR pages are
required for each contract appropriation but are bought on the same CDR.L.

J. Request a copy of the contractor's accounting calendar so you know
when each monthly acco'inting period closes and can track CDRL due dates.

k. Include a copy for ASD/FMCA on the distribution list of all financial
CDRLs. Ve will forvard this copy to the Cost Library for permanent storage.
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2.Cont.-ac: Funds Status Recort (C7-)

a. St-ucture repocting levels 31-:ck 11 by :::al csntract v"ner.ever
possible. Block 11 provides oboiia:ion and expendi: 're informat.inc t support
contract funding actions, including zverrun and uzcerrun adjustments. If the
contracting officer is funding at to:a!. contr.act and vould make all billing
price adjustments at total contract, then Block 11 reporting should be
specified as total contract. i: f.oing/b!!!ing price adjustments =ay be done
by separately priced Contrac: Line ':em Number (CL~N)/3ub-C,.Ui, then Block 11
reporting elements should be specified as separately priced CL!Ns/sub'CL.'2s. If
you have efforts on the same contract funded only by specific fund cites (A7
versus SDIO, "4" account versus current year, etc.), you may have to require
separate CSR pages for each effort to have- tize-pa.sed-obligation and
expenditure forecast data for each effort from-Blo s•.12-14.-

b. You must reconcile the actual and at completion CFSR data with the C2R
or C/SSR. Standard adjustments inclide fee/profit, differences in handing of
material and subcontractor costs, e'c. To assist -,u, request the contractor
attach a reconciliation to the CMR?.. Contact the 2.1.O or DCAA for assistance
in perfor=inag the reconciliation.

c. The forecast periods of open commitments, accrued expenditures,
billings, and termination liability in Blocks 12-14 must be specified in the
CDRL. Detailed data is needed for incremental funding decisions in the
current fiscal year, with some daza needed to support the next fiscal year's
forecast. Consider using the follov;ing forecast parameters: monthly for the
current fiscal year, quarterly for a: least four quarters, and then quarterly,
semi-annually, or annually to compietion. The contractor can co-itinue the
forecast on an attachment if it exceeds the number of forecast biockz printed
on the DO Form 1586 or continue on a second DD Form 1586.

d. Blocks 12-14 are projections of authorized work only,., matching the..
subtotal in Block 11g. it does not include work wvhich has not been authorized
(options, change orders, supplemental agreements, etc.)-from Blocks 11h-llJ.
If you plan to authorize new work in the current fiscal year, make sure you
get an updated-funding profile fro=m.thi co ntraic6-r_"i!6_qzinc!udes•5ot old
and new efforts prior to authorization-of theiney-ivorkl.L%. -

e. The.CYSR data (especially the-forecastof accrued& expenditures, and,.
termination liability) should suppor'-contractor's requests- for.. increamwmtal-,
fun4ing•un.der the Limitation of Fundss(LOF) clausei.-Tou-eman require-th•.•.t:
contractor to include- a projected date for subaissloa-of his next LOP0
notification In the Remarks section (Block 15): so you can reconcile tha!t date
against the numbers in the CFSR. The contracting-officer-can- provide.- then.
exact L.OF parameters (i.e., notification due 60 days prior to 75'0 expended, 60
days prior to 100' expended, etc.) for each contract.
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3. Contract Vor.k Breakdown Strucz'ure (cV-BS)

a. Include MIL-STD-881 (latest version) in your solicitation and contract
as a compliance document.

b. Reporting levels for the CBS shall reference the CCZR Plan attacihed
in the solicitation and contract (separate attach-ent or attached to this
CDRL).

c. You need to specify the level to which the contractor extends the
summary CaBS provided in the CCBR Plan to form the complete CVBS. For
contracts with C/SCSC, request extension to the cost account level. For C/SSR
or CPR (without application of C/SCSC) contracts, request extension to the,
level where the work vill be done/cost3 accumulated. Require identi!ication
of subcontracted effort by subcontractor name at the lowest level of the-C7•S.

d. Part I of the CJBS is the index, which outlines the elements of the
extended C'3S and includes a cross-reference to the CLINs, Statement of "work
(SO), and specifications. If the CaBS was properly used to structure the
SOW, CLINs, and specifications, the cross-reference should be simple. If 6he

C'JBS wasn't used to structure the other areas, you should attached a
cross-reference at the summary C•BS level to the CCDR Plan to a.ss'st the
contractor in perfor=ing the cross-reference.

e. Part Ii of the CUBS is a narrative explanation of the extended Cl-BS
elements. Since reporting is done at the summary level, the dictionary is
helpful in identifying the detailed content of each summary reporting level.
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4. Cos: Ferformance Re;ort (CR)

a. Forzat I reporting elements '.tf eerence the CCCR ?13.r, a tached in
the solicitation and c-ntract.

b. To improve mon:hly analysis and -AC generation, requi.e Fo.-ma 1 CI S
elements to contain only direct cost:, as these costs are under the program
manager's control. Overhead, General and Administrative, and C.sc of Money
should be reported and analyzed separate!7 since they are impacted by facili:y
changes as vel! as program actions. :f cost estimating personnel require
fully-burdened C'iBS data for their purposes, they should include a CDR.L for
the Cost Data Summary Report (annual submission to support the annual program
estimate or a single delivery at cont.-act completion). The CPR 1s structured
to support performance measurement, not cost estimating.

c. Specify Format 2 reporting elements, normally the second level of the
contractor's organization structure (Zngineering, ManufacturinZ, etc.).

d. If you have critical subccn:-actors, you can have each subcontractor
reported separately on Format 2, ra::e- than combined with all material costs.

e. For the largest contracts, consider having the Level 2 orgZanzational
elements include direct labor costs only. Material, subcontractz, other
direct costs, and indirect costs vould be reported separately. Segregation of
direct labor cost by organization allows you to compare actual and forecasted
labor dollars on Fo=mat 2 with actual and forecasted manpower on For=at 4.

f. If there is C/SCSC and/or C/SSR flooydovn to subcontractcrs, request
the contractor include a summary of subcontractor performance measurement data
with his CPR. Attaching the subcontractor CPR or C/SSR is acceptable.

g. Specify that the reporting elements for labor will be the same for
Format 2 and Format 4.

h. You must specify the forecast periods for Format 3 and Format 4 and
that the contractor must use the sane forecast periods for both foreats.

i. There are tvo approaches for Format 1 and Format 2 variance analysis
thresholds:

1 (1) The preferred method is to concentrate on those CVBS elexents
which have the largest impact on cost and schedule performance. Under-the-
"top driver" method, the contractor prioriti.es the CVBS elements in ter-•s of
cost driver status and schedule driver status. The- Government approves the
lists. The list is updated to reflect changes during the contract.

(2) The contractor submits current month and cumulative cost and
schedule variance analysis for the top 50X of the CVBS elements from the
approved driver lists. You can specify a minimum dollar threshold below which
the contractor does not submit vritten analysis.

(3) Include variance thresholds for the indirect cost elements.

(4) All variances at completion exceeding +/- 5Z and a mlnimum
dollar value are explained.
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(5) The standard variance analysis approach is to combine dollar and
percentage thresholds. ',hen an element breaches both thresholds, written
analysis is provided. The difficul:y is that each CIWBS and indirec: cost
element has varying dollar values. Choosing one dollar threshold vhic.h
provides the optimum amount of analysis is difficult. Tou can specify
different thresholds for various elements but this increases the contractor's
cost.

(6) If you choose the standard method, you should charge thresholds
during the life of the contract for the cumulative variances. Recommend these
thresholds change when the total contract reaches a certain percent complete-
rather than after a certain number of months (!n case the prograa is slipping
behind schedule). The cumulative dollar thresholds can be raised over tize
while tightening the percentage thresholds.

(7) Current month variances can use one threshold for the life of the
contract.

(8) Variances at completion can also use a single threshold, since
you want analysis on those variances which the contractor cannot resolve
before contract completion.

J. You must define the "significant changes" in Format 3 which require
explanation in Format 5. Thresholds should included changes in each forecast
period and the total performance measurement baseline. Use a percentage
threshold, such as +/- 10X, or combine it with a minimum dollar value.

k. You must define the "significant changes" in Format 4 vhich require
explanation in Format 5. Thresholds apply to current month actual manpower,
forecasted manpower by period, and total manpower at completion. Consider
using a percentage threshold, such as +/- 1O0t, since the amount of manpover
varies greatly betveen functional categories. You must also specify vhether
the variances are calculated for each reporting element or total contract.

1. Tailor Format 4 to provide the labor budget baseline (extracted fro,
Format 3) in the same units as the rest of Format 4. Vithout. this labor
budget baseline, you cannot tell whether changes in manpower are related to
increasing the baseline effort, increasing the manpover, estimate, or both..

m. Vhen creating thresholds, remember that -1,X is unsatisfactory vhen.--
reporting to higher headquarters. You should receive-data fzo:-tbhe -contractor
vhich is at least as stringent as this definition. -'

n. include a provision for periodic reviev of variance thresholds to
ensure the initial thresholds are proving the right amount of data. Changes
should be negotiated and a new CDRL included via contract modification.
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5. Cost/Schedule Status Report (C/S-,ZR'

a,. CVBS reporting elements shout'd reference the CCOR ?1&• aý:ached .1a the
solicitation and contract.

b. To improve monthly analysis and EAC generation, require the Cj7BS
elements to contain only direct costs, as these costs are under the progra&m
manager's control. Overhead, General and Administrative, and Cost of Money
should be reported and analyzed separately since they are impacted by facility
changes as yell as program actions. If cost estimating personnel require
fully-burdened CBS data for their purposes, they should include a CZRL for
the Cost Data Summary Report (annual submission to support the annual program
estimate or a single delivery at contract completion). The C/SSR is
structured to support performance measurement, not cost' est!.at~i.Z..

tIf here is C/SSR flovdovn to subcontractors, request the contractor
include a summary of subcontractor performance measurement data v•th his
C/SSR. Attaching the subcontractor C/SSR is acceptable.

d. There are two approaches re;arding variance analysis thresholds:

(1) The preferred method is to concentrate on those C*S elesent3
which have the largest impact on cost and schedule performance. Under the
"top driver" method, the contractor prioritizes the CWBS elements in terms of
cost driver status and schedule driver status. The Government -proves the
lists. The list is updated to reflect changes during the contract.

(2) The contractor submits current month and cumulative cost and
schedule variance analysis for the top 50X of the CV'BS elements from the
approved driver lists. You can specify a minimum dollar threshold below vhich
the contractor does not submit written analysis.

. • •-• - .. .. ...... . -.

(3) Include variance thresholds for the indirect cost eiements.- *'

(4) All variances at completion exceeding +/:-..5%. and a minimuz .
dollar value are explained.. -...........- "-

(5) The standard variance analysis approach is to combine dollar, and
percentage thresholds. Vhen an element breaches.-both thresholds, vritten•&
analysis is provided. The difficulty Is that each C'BS. and Indirect costy_
elemen t has. varying dollan values.- Choosing- one- dollar- threshold vhich•-• .
provides the optimum amount of analysis is difficult. ' -

(6) If you choose the standard method, you should change thresholds
during the life of the contract. Recommend thresholds change vhen the total.
contract reaches a certain percent complete rather than after a certain number
of months (in case the program is slipping behind schedule). The dollar
thresholds can be raised over time while tightening the percentage thresholds.

(8) Variances at completion can use a single threshold, as you need
analysis on variances the contractor cannot resolve before completion.
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e. Vhen creating thresholds, remember that -1- is unsatisfactorl when

reporting to higher headquarters. You should receiye data frcm the contractor
which is at least as stringent as this definition.

f. Include a provision for periodic review of variance thresholds to
ensure the initial thresholds are proving the right amount of data. Changes
should be negotiated and a new CDRL included via contract modification.
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SAMPLZE COTRACT FLNDS STATUS RE7PORT (CSR) C:a_

1. SEQUENCZe NUMBER: AOOX

2. TITLe: CONTR-.CT PUDS STATUS REPORT (CYSR)

3. SUBTITLE7:

4. AUTHORITY: DI-F-6004B/T

Report at price (including fee/profit) by separately priced Contract Line Item
Number (CLI.N) or subCUIN and Total in Blocks 11a-tim. Projections in Blocks
12-14 shall be monthly for the duration of the current fiscal year, quarterly
for at least four quarters, and then quarterly, semi-annually, or annually to
completion. As part of Block 15 (Remarks), contractor shall Include a projected
date for the next written notification required by the "Limitation of Funds*
clause. Contractor shall include a reconciliation of the actual to date and at
completion data reported in the C.?,R vi:h the Coar Performance Report or
Cost/Schedule Status Report for the same accounting period. Contractor for--at
acceptable if it includes all required data and is approved by the Governme-nt.

5. CONTRACT REFERENCE: 'SOw TASK Z.X.Z

6. TECNICAL OFFICE: ASD/XXPF

7. LD 250 REQ: LT

8. APP CODE:

9. INPUT TO IAC:

10. FREQUENCY: QTRLY

11. AS OF DATE: Last day of the contractor's monthly accounting period
nearest the end of the Mar, Jun, Sep, and Dec Government fiscal quarters.

12. DATE OF 1ST SUBMISSION: Due NLT 20 calendar days after the end of the
Government fiscal quarter (including partial quarter) subsequent to the
contracting officer's authority to proceed (including undefinitized contracting
actions).

13. DATE OF SUBSEQUENT SUBMISSIOW/EVNT ID: Due NLT 20 calendar days after the
end of each Government fiscal quarter. C7SR data shall be reconciled to the
30 Sep Government fiscal year end if the contractor's accounting period does not
end on 30 Sep.

14. DISTRIBUTION: ASD/ XX! PCO
ASD/XXPF ACO
ASD/FMCA

15. TOTAL:

16. REMARKS:
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SAMPLZ COtiTRACT V0ORK 3P.!AKDOyN STUC..E (CBS) C:ERL

1. SZWEN.CE' NIJMBER: ACOX

-. T.TL C -7?, r OK BR .b'PZ STRUCTUM (C;BS)

3. SUBTITLE:

4. AUTHCRITT: DI-A-3023/T

The CJBS index (Part I) and Dictionary (Part I1) shall be prepared in accor4dance
vith the Contractor Cost Data Reporting Plan (CCDRP) attached to the Request for
Proposal (.FP) and contract. Contractor shall also use MIL-STD-881A (or latest
approved ver3ion) for guidance in preparation of the CVBS.

The CJBS Index and Dictionary shall be extended from the summary reporting level
provided by the Government in the CCDRP to the lovest level at vhich york vill
be done (the cost account level for contracts vith a Cost/Schedule Control
System Cziteria requirement), including identification of each individual
management/cost account. Contractor shall identify subcontracted effort,
including subcontractor name, at the lowest level of the extended C7BS.

Contractor format shall suffice if it contains all required data and is approved

by the Government.

5. CONTRACT REFZRENCE: SOW TASK X.X.X

6. TECaNICAL OFFICE: ASD/XXPF

7. DD 250 PEQ: LT

8. APP CODE:

9. INPUT TO IAC: ..

10. FRQUENCT: ONE/R

11. AS OF DATE:

12. DATE OF 1ST SUBMISSION: Draft C'JBS Index (Part I) shall be submitted vith
the proposal in response to the Government RFP.

13. DATE OF SUBSEQUENT SUBMISSION/EVRIT ID: The co mplete CVBS Index and
Dictionary (including any changes agreed to during negotiations) shall be
submitted NIT 60 calendar days after the contracting officer's authority to
proceed (including undefinitized contracting actions). A revised Index and
revisions to Dictionary pages (due to Government-directed changes and internal
changes) shall be submitted NLT 30 calendar days after the CVBS changes.

14. DISTRIBUTION: ASD/XXX PCO
ASD/XXPF ACO
ASD/FMCA

13. TOTAL:

16. REMARKS:
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SA??.LZ COS-, ?ERFOF_%.k.;Cv ý £ C:F.L

(TO? VAR."xCZ DR-27Z.R APPCAC-)

.SEZ1-CE NUX•ER: ACOX

2. TIT'.2: COST PER3OLM--NCZ 32ORT (CPR)

3. SUBTITLE:

4. AUTEORITY: DI-F-6COOC/T

Formats 1-5 apply. Contractor format acceptable if it contains all required
data and is approved by the Government.

Format 1 Contract vork Breakdovn Structure (C7BS) reporting elaments shall be in
accordance with the Contractor Cost Data Reporting Plan attached in the
contract and shall include direct cOst only. Overhead/fringe benefits, General
and Administrative (G&A), and Cost of Money (COM) shall be reported as three
individual elements added to the di:ecr cost subtotal. Major/critical
subcontractor summary level performance measurement data shall be reported as an
attachment to Format 1 (subcontractor CPR or C/SSR is acceptable).

All Budget at Completion (BAC) changes on Formats I and 2 shall be explained in
Format 5. The explanation of Management Reserve forecasted consumption required
in Format 5 shall include estimated dollar value, potential work scope, and
estimated budget distribution date.

Reporting elements for Formats 2 and 4 shall be the second level of the
contractor's organizational structure (i.e., Engineering, YanufactrIng, etc.).

Formats 3 and 4 shall include identical forecast periods. These periods shall
be monthly for at least six months, quarterly for at least tvo quarters, and
then quarterly, semi-annually, or annually to completion. Any change in the
Format 3 total Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB) and/or any change in a
forecast period which exceeds 10Z shall be explained in Format 5. Any change in
current, forecast period, or total apover for each Format 4 reporti.mg eleent
vhlch exceeds 10Z shall be explained in Format 5. include on For-at 4 (as a
non-add item marked "Be;S") the total labor budget baseline spread (in the same
units as the rest of Format 4) e.xt:acted from the total budget baseline dollars
on Format 3.

On Format 5 of the first CPR, the contractor's program manager- shall rank, in
descending order of criticality (i.e., the most critical element at the top),
all Format 1 C'WBS reporting elements anticipated to be schedule variance
"drivers." The contractor shall also rank, in descending order of criticality,
all Format 1 C,7BS elements anticipated to be cost variance drivers. The
Government reserves the right to modify these rankfngs based on its perception
of criticality. Contractor shall submit updated schedule variance and cost
variance rankings every six months, as a minimum, based on performance to date
and anticipated problems. If the contractor uses critical path/netvorking
scheduling techniques, identification of the critical path and near critical
path C7BS elements shall meet the schedule variance driver requirement.

Variance analysis shall be reported for each Format I reporting element as
follows (subcontractor variance analysis shall be included as a part of the
prime contractor's variance analysis):
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SA2PL-Z COST P ORMAICZ 2P0RT CCKL (CONTINUED)
(TOP VAR--A.NC DR!V'E. APPROACH)

a. Cur:ent month and cumulative schedule variances (07) - SV narratives shall
be-submitted for those C'aJBS elements vhich represent the top 5OX of the SV
drivers discussed above, vith a minizum SV of $S0,000. If there are fever than
10 schedule variance drivers, all variances over $50,000 shall be explained.

b. Current month and cumulative cost variances (C1) - C7 narratives shall be
submitted for those C;BS elements vhich represent the top 50Z of the C7 drivers
discussed above, with a minimum C7 of $50,000. If there are fever than 10 cost
variance drivers, all variances over $50,000 shall be explained.

c. All current and cumulative cost and schedule variances for the indirect cost
elements vhich exceed +/- 10Z and $S.0,000 shall be explained.

d. All variances at completion exceeding +/- 5Z and $50,000 shall be addressed.

e. Specific corrective actions, forecasted closure date, and impact to the
Estizate at Completion (EAC) shall be included in each variance narrative.
Contractor shall go to the lowest C;BS level (including the cost account level)
needed to completely explain the variances.

f. Contractor shall provide a summary variance analysis of Format 2 reporting
elements vith cumulative schedule or cost varian-es exceeding +/- $100,000.

g. Contractor shall format and submit the CPR in accordance vith the attached
specification for electronic data transmission.

5. CONTRACT REFERENCE: SOV TASK X.X.X (
6. TECHNICAL OFFICE: ASD/XXPF .. . _.

7. DO 250 REQ: LT

8. AP COODE:

9. NPUT. TO IAC:-'

10. FREQQUENCT: XTELT

11. AS OF DATX: . Last day of the contractor's monthly accounting period.

12. DATE OF 1ST SUBMISSION: Due NLT 25 calendar days after the end of the
first complete accounting period subsequent to the contracting officer's
authority to proceed (including undefinitized contracting actions).

13. DATE OF SUBSEQUENT SUBMISSION/EVENT ID: Formats 1-4 due NLT 15 calendar
days after the end of each monthly accounting period. Format 5 due NLT 25
calendar days after the end of each monthly accounting period. Contractor. shall
format the data for electronic data transmission in accordance vith the attached
standard.

14. DISTRIBUTION: ASD/XXXX ASD/FMCA ACO
ASD/XXPF PCO

15. TOTAL:

16. REARKS: 94



SAY5, L= COS- ?•.OnwCE .- RT C:RL

"1. SZQLr-"1NCZ NUMBER: ACOX

TITL7: COST PERFORYANCZ R"?O;- (CR)

3. SUBTITLE:

4. AUTHORITY: 0I-F-600OC/T

Formats 1-5 apply. Contractor fo:-at acceptable i. it contains all required
data and is approved by the Governzent.

Format 1 Contract VJork Breakdown S-'.zcture (C'*BS) reporting elements shall be in
accordance with the Contractor Cos: Data Reporting Plan attached in the
contract and shall include direct -ost only. Overhead/fringe benefits, General
and Administrative (G&A), and Cos: of Money (COM) shall be reported as three
individual elements added to the di:eCt cost subtotal. Major/crit-cal
subcontractor summary level perfor-ance measurement data shall be reported as an
atzachment to Format I (subcontrac:cr CR or C/SSR is acceptable).

All Budget at Completion (BAC) char;es on Formats I and 2-shall be explained in
Format 5. The explanation of Management Reserve forecasted consumption required
in Format 5 shall Include estimated dollar value, potential :ork scope, and
estimated budget distribution date.

Reporting elements for Formats 2 and 4 shall be the second level of the
contra-ctor's organizational s rruc:ure (i.e., Engineering, Manufacturing, etc.).

Formats 3 and 4 shall include identical forecast periods. These periods shall
be monthly for at least six months, quarterly for at least tvo quarters, -a.nd
then quarterly, semi-annually, or annually to completion. Any change in the
Format 3 total Performance Measurement Baseline (PMB) and/or any change in a
forecast period which exceeds 10' shall be explained in Format 5. Any change in
current, forecast period, or total manpover- for each Format 4 element Vhic-bA
exceeds 10X- shall be explained in .or-at 5. Include on Format 4 (as a non-add
ite= marked "BC-aS") the total labor budget baseline spread (in the same. un-its as
the rest of Format 4) extracted fr:m the total PM dollars on Format 3.

The .Government reserves the right to reviev and modify, through negotiations,
the variance analysis requirements for Formats 1-4 during the performance of the
contract, but no sooner than six months after contract award.

Variance analysis shall be reported for each Format 1 and 2 re"orting element
(including indirect cost elements) as follows (subcontractor variance analysis
shall be included as a part of the prime contractor's variance analysis):

a. Current month cost and schedule variances - plus or minus 15f and $25,CCO.

b. Cumulative cost and schedule variances:

0-20Z complete - plus or minus 15.Z and $25,000 (Percent complete
equals cumulative

20-50-- complete - plus or minus 1OZ and $50,000 BC*JP divided by
the PMB) 50-100%

complete - plus or minus 5%. and S100,000
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SA=MPL COST LER.CIM_-CZ .EORT C.RL (cokr-r:=Nu-)
(ZCLI-/.EJ.zE-r,•N T_=4.SaoL2S )

c. All variances at completion of plus or minus 5^ and $50,CGO shall be
addressed.

d. Speci.fic corrective actions, forecasted closure date, and Impact to the
Estimate at Completion (ZAC) shall be included in each variance narrative.
Contractor shall go to the lowest Ca3S level (including the cost account level)
needed to completely explain the va:iances.

e. Contractor shall format and subnIt the CPR in accordance vith the attached

specification for electronic data t-ansfer.

5. CONT¶..ACT RRZ .ENCE: SOW TASK I..

6. TEC2NICAL OFFICZ: ASD/c.=

7. DD 2!0 R-7Q: LT

8. A2? CODE:

9. INPUT TO IAC:

10. FRFQQUZNCY: HTUL7

11. AS OF DATZ: Last day of the conteactor's monthly accounting period.

12. DATE OF 1ST SUBMISSION: Due NLT 25 calendar days after the end of the (
first complete accounting period subsequent to the contracting officer's
authority to proceed (including undefinitized contracting acrlons).

13. DATE OF SUBSEQUENT SUBMISSION/3VM1T ID: Format3 1-4 due NLT 15 calendar
days after the end of each monthly accounting period. Format 5 due NLT 25
calendar days al:er the end of each monthly accounting period. Contractor. shall
format the: data- for electronic data tranzmissioi in accordance vith the attached
standard.

14. DISTRIBUTION: ASD/• PCO
ASD/JX2F ACO ASD/FhCA

15. TOTAL:

16. KF1.AKS 9
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S•.k'.M.. - COST/S3C-E,'uz2 STATUS ?.-.Z"?O?.. (CiS3,) ,,,DII"

(,TO VA-ANCZ DR:7-"1 ?C A•C••

I. SE'ZUENCZ NUM.E-I.: ACOX

7. TL: COS .. 7SCS-ULZ STATUS -72ORT (C/ S S)

4. AUTHORITY: DI-F-6010A/T

Contract "ork Breakdown Structure (CBS) reporting elements shall be in
accordance with the Contractor Cost Data Reporting Plan attached in the
cont:act and shall include direct cost only. Overhead/fringe benefits, General
and Administrative (G&A), and Cost of Money (COM) shall be reported as three
individual elements added to the dl:ec. cost subto:al. MaJor!critical
subcontractor sun.arv level perforzazce measuremen: data shall be repor:ed as an
attachment (subcontractor C/SSR is acceptable). Ccntractor format acceptable i!
it contains all required data and is approved by the Government.

All Budge: at Completion (BAC) chanies shall be explained in the narrative
analysis. The explanation of Management Reserve forecasted consumption required
in the narrative analysis shall include estimated dollar value, potential work
scope, and estimated budget distrifution date.

In the narrative analysis of the f*rs: C/SSR, the contractor's program manager
shall rank, in descending order of criticality (i.e., the most critical element
at the top), all CVBS reporting elements anticipated to be schedule variance
"drivers." The contractor shall also rank, in descending order of criticality,
all CJ;BS elements anticipated to be cost variance drivers. The Governmeint
reserves the right to modify these rankings based on its perzeptIon Of
criticality. Contractor shall submit updated schedule variance and cost -...
variance rankings every six months, as a minimum, based on performance to date
and anticipated problems. If the contractor uses critical path/netvorklnz
schedule techniques, identification of the critical path and near critical path
CGVBS elements shall meet the schedule driver requirement.

Variance analysis shall be reported for each reporting element as follows
(subcontractor variance analysis shall be included as a part of the prize
contractor's variance analysis):

a. Cumulative schedule variances (S7) - SV narratives shall be submitted for
those C'JBS elements which represent the top 50Z of the SV drivers discussed
above, with a minimum SV of $25,000. If there are fever than 10 schedule
variance drivers, all variances over $25,000 shall be explained.

b. Cumulative cost variances (CV) - CV narratives shall be submitted for those
C'JBS elements which represent the top 50% of the CV drivers discussed above,
with a minimum 0V of $25,000. If there are fewer than 10 cost variance drivers,
all variances over $25,000 shall be explained.

c. All cumulative cost and schedule variances for the indirect cost elements
which exceed +/- 10% and $25,000 shall be explained.

d. All variances at completion of plus or minus 5% and S25,CCO shall be
addressed.S9-7



SAM?',.. CCST/SC~EDt2U STATUS REPORT (C/SSR) C:RL (CZT:• )
(TO7 ? :,CZ DRVE, A??FCACH)

e. Speci.f'c cor-eý.tie ac:ions, forecasted closu:e date, and impact to the
Estiza:e at Cplecation (ZAC) shall be included in each variance narrauite.
Contractor shall. go to the lowest C S level needed to noapletely exp!ain the
variances.

5. CON!T..CT R3~.3.FS-•CZ: SOC TASK X.I.X

6. TZC-C.kL OFFICS: ASD/=??

7. DD 250 U1Q: LT

8. A?? CODE:

9. I1NUT TO TAC:

10. FmCU-1,CT: MTflLT

11. AS OF DATE: Last day of the cn:nt"actor' monthly accounting period.

12. DAZT OF IST SUBMISSION: Due NL7 25 calendar days aftle the end of the
first complete accounting period subsequent to the contracting ofticer's
authority to proceed (including undefinitized contracting actions).

13, DATE 0? SUBSEQUENT SUBMISSTON/S1i:-•7 ID: CBS format due NLT 15 calendar
days after the end of each monthly accounting period. Narrative analysis due
NLT 25 calendar days a-ter the end of each monthly accounting period.
Contractor shall format the data for electronic data transmission in accordance
vith the attached standard. . , . --

14. DISTR3UTION: ASD/I - PCO'
ASD/XM? ACO
ASD/F!.C.&

15. TOTAL:

16. RE2{ARKS:
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( :oLL.A3.,"?"E2..Ž2T T•'E•EOL2S )

1.. SEOMNECZ N61ý3E4. ACC

." T:: CSSCELZ -.. ,,. STATUS .R (C/SSR)

3. SUBT'7-'--7:

4. AUO•2.R:TY: D0-F-6010A/T

Cont:ac: Vork BreaC<dovn Str-uctu:e (C*-3S) reporting elements shall be in
accordance with the Coznrractor Cos: "a:a Reporting P!an attached in the
contr•ac and shall include direct c.:: only. Over..ead/Afzinge bene-f-its, Genersl
and Administrative (GaA), and Cost ot 4oney (COH) shall be reported as thret
individual elements added to the di.ec: cost subtotal. Major/critical
subcontractor sU.mary level perfocza.ce 2easurement data shall be repor:ed u an
attachnen: (subcontractor C/SSR is acz.ptable). Cont:ract:or f!:at acceptabe if
it contains all required data and .-7 ap.roved by the Government.

All 3udget at Completion (BAC) chan.jes shall be explained in the narrative
analysis. The explanation of Management Reserve forecasted consumption requ!red
in the narrative analysis shall inc.de estimated dollar value, potential vork
scope, and eszi:a:ed budget dis:rihu:icn date.
The Government reserves the right tc review and modify, through nego:latlons,

the variance analysis requirements 4uzrng the performance of the contract, but
no sooner than six months after ccn:z:ac: award.

Variance anal ysis shall be reported f4r each reporting element (including
indirect cost elements) as follows (subcontractor variance analysis shall be
included as a part of the prime con:ractor's variance analysis):

a. Cumulative cost and schedule variances:

0-20' complete - plus or minus 15Z and $10,0O0 (Percent complete
equals cumulative

20-50. complete - plus or minus !0Z and $25,000 BC'P divided by the
Ferforzance Measure-

50-100X complete - plus or minus I. and $.0,000 ment Baseline)

b. All variances at completion of plus or minus !5 and $25,000 shall be
addressed.

c. Specific corrective actions, forecasted closure date, and impact to the
Estimate at Completion (EAC) shall be included in each variance narrative.
Contractor shall go to the lowest CWBS level needed to completely explain the
variances.

5. COtrRACT REFERENCE: SOV TASK X.X.X

6. TECŽJNICAL OFFICE: ASD/.=PF
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SAM2L COST/SCSEDULS STATUS R!PORT (C/SSR) CDRL. (cCNTNUED)
(DOLLA! RERCZT TEKESEOLDS)

7. DD 2ý0 130: LT

S. AF? CODE:

9, LNrUT TO IAC:

10. FR•!QMNCTt HTHLY

11. AS OF DATE: Last day of the contractor's monthly accounting period.

12. DATE OF IST SUBMISSION: Due NLT 25 calendar. days after theend of the
first complete accounting period subsequent to the contracting officer's
authority to proceed (including undeflnitized contracting actions).

13. DAT! OF SUBSEOULET SUBMISSION/!VLNT ID: C'JBS format due NLT 15 calendar
days after the end of each monthly accounting period. Narrative analysis due
NLT 25 calendar days after the end of each monthly accounting period.
Contractor shall format the data for electronic data transmission in accordarnce
vith the attached standard.

14. DISTMIBUTION: ASDIfCXa PCO
ASD/XXPF ACO
ASD/FMCA

15. TOTAL:

16. RZY-10S:
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Appendix D: Contractors' System Description Excerpts
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Defense Contractor A

Performance Measurement System Review

- Gave information on when variance analysis reports must be generated and who is
responsible for setting cost account variance analysis thresholds/parameters (p 4 of 7).

- No specifics on how the variance thresholds were established.

Defense Contractor B

- 'Tolerances are expressed as being plus or minus a percentage and a minimum value;
e.g. +/- 10 percent and $10,000 for nonlabor, and +/- 10 percent and 300 hours for
labor.'

- 'They are applied to cumulative-to-date variance at two levels: the cost account level
and the report level. They can be different at each level and can vary from program
to program. Cost account tolerances are established by the program.'

Defense Contractor C

- 'If the tolerances are exceeded either plus or minus, the variances are flagged for
special analysis as a problem area.'

- 'Responsibilities'

-- Cost Control - Establish all tolerance bands for variance analysis.'

Defense Contractor D

- Responsibilities for Cost Management

-- Establish all tolerance bands for variance analysis.

- Tolerances

-- Exactly the same as March 1 9xx version
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Defense Contractor E

- 'Thresholds are established which set parameters for variance analysis reporting.'

- 'Normally the contract sets forth the thresholds for external reporting'

- 'If no reporting thresholds are established in the contract, the Program Manager will
still establish variance analysis thresholds.'

Defense Contractor F

- 'Variance threshold levels above which analysis is required as specified in' another
document.

- This document 'identifies instructions applicable to C/SCS programs. Variance
thresholds, high-cost material definition, CPR reporting levels, and other requirements
are discussed.'

Defense Contractor G

- 'Normally contractually established for each program'

- 'They may be reviewed and changed during the program if necessary.'

Defense Contractor H

- 'Tolerances always will be established for cum-to-date and at-completion variance
and may be established for current period variances. Also the tolerances could contain
a minimum value; for example, 20% or $50,000, which is less, favorable or
unfavorable, but at least $15,000.'

- 'Other combinations of tolerances are possible and depend on what the customer
believes will best serve his needs.'

Defense Contractor I

- In the appendix of document, it described variance thresholds as a percentage and/or
an established hour or dollar minimum. No specific method for establishing variance
thresholds was mentioned.
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Appendix E: U.S. Army Study
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3C JUNE 198

The at:ached paper present. a methcd or ca2l--ating cost ard

schedule thresholds for variances cn the cost perfcrmance report.

The equation shown in the attached ;aper is being corsidered for incor-

poration in TS 705-622A in place of the table showr on page 9 (Table

1). Paragraph 3.3.3.1 of TS 705-22A would be changed to delete the

neyt-to-last sentence in the paragraph, which refers to Table 1. A

set of words similar to the follcwing wculd become part of parzgrs;h

3.3.3.1.

Words for TS 775-.522

Page 7, paragraph 2, seventh sentence - delete. Replace with:

"For completi-o type contracts, the thresholds for eypaining

variances shall be cormnuted mcnthly by the equatior shown below unless

otherwise specified in the contract.

Variance = (+.005 BAC) (BcP 1/2

where

BAC Ccrntract budget at completion

BC-?P The cumulative budgeted cost of wck performed

for the cost element involved through the end of

the reporting period.

These thresholds shall be applied routinely at level three and above

of the WES. The application of the equation to lower-level WBS eledents

shall be based on specific Government management needs for limited

time periods. The Government reservres the right to require CPR reporting

at lower level of the WBS when significant budget/management needs/
are identified, or when specified in the contract in accordance .with

the contract DD Form 1423. The expanded reporting prerogative will

be utilized to the minimum extent consistent with sound management

control.,,
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PA resent.7 fr-u.ated the LoA: varh.aenoe thresholds are dlccn-

tinucuz from year to year...ihis leacs to a situat.icn where a given
variance on a cost reporting element ma be wit reshrl• a= the

end of one year and beyond reshod at the beginnin of the next.

In addition, there were both percentage and absclue= thresho•ds at

level three of the 'Pa.. For suffieient1y Iar7 eee-en:s, jhe absoluce

values are exceeded before the per!rentage thresz.ftcds; for s l' een'z,

the obverse iz true. Laszly, the ... ho•- '. vary. With ti4e 4.- such

a manner that the =agnitude of the elecent existing at the cr:ssover

from per:entage to absolute varies tremendously .. t..e.

This memo presents a means of settnS thresholds which does

no' suffer from the above inccnsistancies and i..•--r na_•r-iti.-..

the following derivation, it is assumed that variatl.e thres!hclds are

the result of an attemot to take accunt of the statistics of estimating

error. Let us consider this in ter=n of the standard deviation of

the estimate, a . in accordance with the requirements of C/SCSC, an

esti4 ate or budgeted cost of work to be performed at any level of the

WBS is the sur-ation of a number of such esti:ate- at the lowest level.

For the moment, we will assuime that the lowe•t level estimates are

roughly equal in mag:itude and have the same standar- deviation. Given

this, the standard deviation as a percentage of the esti=ate will become

s=aller as one moves up the WBS. 7t further follows from the assu=pticn

of equal magnitude and a 's of the elemental costs that the standard

deviation in percentage terms of any work element at any level in the

WES is related to that for any other element as the square roat of

the inverse ratio of the t-4o costs per the follcwing.
2

The square of the standard deviation at one level, a. , is

euql to the sum of as at the lower level

2 2 2 2

at =o a2 n
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If, as noted above, all low level us are equal,

2 2

or

2 n 2

2 23a 2 " n 2 a B

Also the total cost fcr any elemen:, C , is equal tc the su= c the

costs cf the work packages comprising it. Since these are equal;

C = NxCB

From the above

2

" -- n, nnlg2•

22 2

,,2 2nBB2

n 
a.

_- 2 n -- _-B



(n 2 C3) (C B) C7
- (nC) W C

(()

where

a = standard deviation o! estimate for element n

C = cumulative cost esti=at.ae for element n

CB = cost of'lowest level element

C = standard devaation of error in esti=ate at lowest level

In the above the cost estimace (C ) may be for the tocal for the

work element, or the total for any given period of time. Thus, the larger

the cost of an element, the lower the percentage error in the estimate of

that cost; and, the longer work has progressed (and the more spent on it)

the smaller the percentage error of the estimate.

Now

/'5
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and so

!/z

•f we assume a C21C2 is the pe2-n:age v-'nce . at ,oper£cn

and set it at X, the allowable variation at any level for any work element

would be

sic!
3. - )

for any element at any time and C2 is the contract budgeted cbss i

C 
2

at completion, the variance for any elemen at any aite- becones

(C2 1/2 2 .

(BCAT) (BAC) 1/ X. rf the program office sets a valde for
X, all variances follow. The above equation may be restated as

/AC 2

/ AC 1/ as.ta tepret~
Since X C is a percentage, this in effect says that the percentage

variance-allowable for any cost element is larger than that allowable for

the contract budget at completion by the factor C _/)

One can also express the relationship as

1/2
(X* BAC) (BAG
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III!S tzialv b L. In, rprf(t d to sit--in I .j ,i ~~~ t- v: ; c,- .1c:

any usc c lcmcnc Is S L• than a." • . b:• fat Ldt • a-.Q! C .

(X Z-C)by the faccor (~
It was inicial!7 assumed fo: the purposes of the an-allss chat

the costs of lowest level work package were of equal magni.,ude and had

equal uncertainties associated with their cost es:i;ates. It may be

objected t hic these assu=ptions are so res:riccive as to never be me: and

therefore that the methodology canco: be used. In fact the ass.pcions

need not be so restrictive. It can be proven that the ccnclusicns are

valid if* he relationship

cl
1/2

C1

holds; that is, if the ratio of the work package variance is propor-tional

to the inverse square roo: of the ratio of the costs of the work packages.

They are also valid if the standard deviations (as) are equal for work ,

packages of equal magn.i4ude and each work ele"emc ac the high levels of t'e

W'BS coaprises equally proportioned =-_-es of different sized work packages.

These may ye: seem rather reszrictlve. Ec-ever the averaging

process as one moves up the IY3S is such that only approximate adherance to

these conditions will result in the conclusions being quite accurate.

A comparison of the application of this approach co the prior one

may be seen.i-n Figure 1. This shows the level three breakout of a level

tvo work element, the L.I.S. The CLRM $ figures in each block represent

the cumulative year by year cost esti.mates. They may be considered the

cumulative BCWP, at the end of each year. The old figures are the variance

reporting thresholds per the current issue of TS 705-622. The new figures

are the thresholds as computed from the equation derived above. I: may be

seen that for small cumulative B3a? figures, the new thresholds are usually

lower; for large values of BCU?, the old are lower.'
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There are various advantages to the previous way of setting

variance thresholds, chiefly:

1) There are no discontinuities in threshold year end to year

beginning.

2) The threshold for any element of work for any period of time

is related to all others via the statistics of the estimating errors.

3) No tabular threshold dada need be entered into a computer.

One simple equation is all that is needed for all threshold

computations.

There is one change in costing practice which is required for the

method to work. The costs used must be the mean costs, not the most

likely ones. The tow are different since the estimating error has a

skewed distribution. (An estimated cost can be overrun more than it can

be under run). This may be an advantage in terms of forcing more

realistic program cost estimation, The expected value or mean cost for

the program is the sum of the means of elemental cost estimates and with

a distribution skewed as mentioned above the sum of most likely costs is

less than the sum of the means. Thus, insofar as a program cost

estimate is the sum of the most likely costs of its elements, it will be

an underestimate.
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